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This expression can be used to obtain the excitation gap A(B)  for a given field B, and consequently the 

exchange constant J (see next chapter). On thc otbcr hand, at high enough temperatures (kBT >> J )  

where x(B,  T)T saturatcs to a constant value,' l/Tl is determined by the Lorentaian factor only, i.e., 

(4.30) 

which can be used t o  obtain the vahc of wo (scc next chaptcr). 

(ii) T-dependent,  but B-independent wo 

Hcrc wc will assume that LJO is T-dependent, but B-independent. In addition, we assume that wo(T)  

i s  an incrcasing function of T, and specifically it crosses the value WL at somc intermediate temperature 

T*.  For a fixed field, l/Tl is given by 

This expression can be conveniently remitten in tcrms of the quantity R defined as 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

According to this expression, the quantity R shows a pcak at T = T', since by hypothcsis w ( T * )  = WL.  

The value of R at thc pcak position gocs likc - 1/B. In addition, when one incrcascs thc field the 

condition wo(T*)  = W L  = yJ3 is satisficd at highcr T', sincc by hypothesis w~(2 ' )  is an incrcasing 

finctioii of T. Thus, according to Eq. (4.32), whcn onc incrcascs thc ficld, the height of thc pcak of R 

decreases (like N 1/B) and its position T' shifts to highcr T.  Equations (4.31) and (4.32) can be used 

in order t o  determine the temperature dependencc of q ( T )  by simply comparing the experimcntal data 

for R (using the 1/Tl data and xo(T) instcad of x(B,T) )  with thc Lorentzian appearing in thc r.1i.s. 

of Eq. (4.32). An analysis bascd on thcsc lincs has in fact bcen performed in Ref. [ti] and is in cxcellent 

agreement with experimental data for a numbcr of diffcrcnt AFM rings. The obtaiiied tcmpcraturc 

dependence of wo sccms to follow a powcr law wg cx T", with n - 3.5. A first-principles justification of 

this temperature dependence is currently lacking. 

4.4.2 Level-crossing effects 

When B is in the vicinity of B, J / ( g p B ) ,  thc contribution from the second term of Eq. (4.19) 

cannot be neglectcd as beforc (i.c., for B << &), sincc in the denominator of thc Lorcntzian 

(4.33) "Inn' 
2 '  

"I&,, + (W. - ( J / h  - W e ) )  

sAt high enough T (koT >> J )  all Boltzmann factors for the various populations become equal to 1/d, whcrc N is 
the dimensionality of the Hilbert space. 
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(see Eq. (4.20)) the diffcrcncc W L  - (J / f i -w, )  can now be as close as possible to the small number mrrt 
(see Fig. 4.4). Hcncc, l/T1 in addition to the term of Eq. (4.27), it has also an inelastic contribution 

which is proportioiial to Eq. (4.33). The latter term, in contrast to the first, is very scnsitivc to field 

changes around the level crossing field B,. In pai-ticular, at low T ,  l/Tl as a function of ficld shows an 

enhancement at  J /h  - w, = WL, i.c., at B = 3/(h-ye + h-yp) = Bc. The width of this pcak is determined 

by thc dccohcrcnce rate - y n n f  .' Such an enhancement has indeed been obscived experimentally,[7-10] 

and is, according to the above, a direct manifestation of energy conservation. The above analysis 

must be corrccted accordingly in order to take into account lcvcl-anticrossing effects, i.e., whcn small 

anisotropic terms in the spin Hamiltonian couplc thc two cncrgy leveIs of interest thus giving rise to a 

level-repulsion (see Ref. 141, and references thcrcin). 

4.5 Summary and open issues 

In this chaptcr NC providcd a general account of a number of issues associatcd with the behavior of 

the nuclear spin-lattice rclaxation rate l/T1 in magnetic molecule systcms. Onc of the main physical 

ingredients in this study has bccn thc undcrstanding from the very beginning that due to the discrete 

character of the inagnctic cncrgy spectra of thcse systems one needs to takc into account the broadening 

effects associated with the interaction of the cxchangcd couplcd electronic momcnts with thc phonon 

degrees of freedom. In addition, sincc l/T1 probcs the spin fluctuations at a vei-y low frequency ( w ~ )  

(as compared with thc spectrum cxcitations), this broadening enters explicitly in the cxpression for 

1/Tl. On the other hand, the experiment suggests that t h i s  broadcning is of Markovian character, i.e., 

the characteristic phonon excitations dccay much faster than l/T'1, thus giving risc to an exponential 

decay of the spin fluctuations. 

More specifically, we have ernploycd thc gcncral theoretical framework devclopcd in chapter 3 in 

order to includc the spin-phonon intcractions in deriving microscopic exprcssioiis for l/Tl, in terms 

of the relaxation matrix A and thc various dccohcrence rates T ~ ~ *  and encrgy shifts h,,,,, for the 

magnetic molcculc systems. Thc gcncral cxpression Eq. (4.15) can be furthcr siniplified by employing a 

numbcr of simple symmetry arguments and considering several spccific cascs. In particular, wc arrivcd 

at Eq. (4.27) valid for AFM ring systems at fields away from levcl-crossings and demonstrated both 

the x&!' factor and the Lorentzian broadening first uscd in Ref. [6] and subsequently discussed on a 

numerical basis in Ref. [15]. Wc also dcmonstrated how the measurement of l/Tl can give the exchangc 

gFOr an analysis of the decoherence rate ~ ~ , , t ,  one needs to takc into account thc various intra- and inter-molecular 
dipolar couplings, just like for the nuclear 1/Tz whose dominant contribution stems from the nuclear-nuclcar dipolar 
interactions. 
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constant J ,  and also reveal the occurrence of level-crossing effects. 

There are still a number of open theoretical questions regarding the expcrimcntal findings of l/Tl, 

Thc first conccrns thc diffcrcncc that sccms to exist bctwccn molccules with intrinsic spins s = 1/2 

and molcculcs with s > 1/2. Thc  Iattcr show a systematic cnhancemcnt of l/Tl at intermediate 

temperatures, whereas the available experimental data for the few existing molecules with s = 1/2 

do not show such a behavior. This can be associated with the temperature dcpendcncc of the cut-off 

frequency W O .  In other words, in molecules with s = 1/2 there seems to be a tcmpcraturc independent 

wo whercas in molcculcs with wo thcrc is a strong tcmpcraturc dcpcndencc which in fact has been 

obtaincd by the experiniental data as described in Ref. [6].  In particular, for the magnetic molecule 

{V~},[17] thcrc is an indication that thc origin of thc cut-off is not a direct spin-phonon interaction 

but instead a weak intra-molecular antisymmetric interaction. This interaction is further manifested 

in pulscd field mcasurcmcnts as dcscribcd in chapter G. A similar temperature independent wo seems 

to be thc case for the magnetic molccule { V ~ Z }  studied in the following chapter. A second opcn 

question concerns the explicit temperature dependence of wo in AFM ring systems, and in particular 

whcthcr thc approximatc powcr law can be justified fiom first principles. Finally, there stili exists a 

qucstion rcgarding the expcrimcntal evidence that the long-time decay of the spin fluctuations can be 

wcll described by a single exponential function, contrary to what one expects according to Eq. (4.21) 

which gcncrally givcs a numbcr of cxponcntial functions with difkrcnt decay rates each. 
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5.  Magnetic susceptibility and spin dynamics of polyoxovanadate cluster 

V12: a proton NMR study of a model spin tetramer 

A paper published in Physical Review B1 

D. Procissi12 A. S h a ~ t r i , ~ ~ ~  I. Rous~cha tzak i s ,~~~  M. AI Rifai,2i3 P. Kogerler,2 M. Luban12 

B. J. S U ~ , ~  and I?. Borsa2s6 

Abstract 

We rcport susceptibility and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements in a polyoxovsuiadatc 

cornpoutid with formula (NHEt)3[ViV Vy As8 Od0 (HzO)]. HzO {Vlz}. The magnetic properties can 

be described by considering only the central square of localized V4f ions and treated by an isotropic 

Heisenberg Hamiltonian of four intrinsic spins 1/2 coupled by nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic intcr- 

action with J 17.6 K.  In this simplified description the pound state is nonmagnetic with S, = 0. The 

lH NMR line width (full width at half maximum (FWHM)) data depend on both the magnetic field and 

temperature, and are explained by the dipolar interaction between proton nuclei and V4+ ion spins. The 

behavior of the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate TT1 (NSLR) in the temperature raiige (4.2 - 300 K) 

is similar to that of XT vs. T and it does not show any peak at Iow temperatures contrary to previous 

observations in AFM rings with larger intrinsic spins. The results are explained by using thc gcncral 

features of the Moriya forinula and by introducing a single T-independeiit broadening parameter for 

thc electronic spin system. noin the exponential T-depeudence of TT1 at low T (2.5 K < T < 4.2 K) 

we have obtained a field dependent gap following the linear relation ANWR = A. - gpBH, with the gap 

A, G 17.G K in agwement with thc susccptibility data. Below 2.5 K, tlic proton TT1 dcviatcs from thc 

exponential dccrcasc indicating thc prcscncc of a small, almost tcrnpcrature indcpcndent, but strongly 

field dependent, nuclear rclaxation contribution, which wc will investigate in dctail in the near future. 

'Reprinted with pctmission of Phys. Rcv. B 69, 094436 (2004). 
2Rept. of Physics and Astronomy and Arnes Labomlory, Iowa Stale University, Ames, Iowa 50011, USA 
3Rept. of Physics and Astronomy, Minnesota State University, Moorhead, MN,  USA 
IPrincipally involved in the theoretical analysis and interpretation of the data and the writing of the papcr. 
5Dept. of Physics, The Catholic University of Korea, Pachon 420-743, Korea 
GDip. Fisica “A. Volta” e Llnita’ INFM di Pavia, Via Bassi 6, Pavia 127100, Italia 
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5.1 Introduction 

Magnetic polyoxovanadate clusters are a very interesting class of spin systems in which a fcw mag- 

nctic inoments arc strongly couplcd by cxchangc interaction and arc arrangcd in a vast varicty of both 

gcometrical and spin structurcs. [l] Within this class of molccules the (NH Et)3[ViV V I  Ass 0 4 0  (azo)]. 
H 2 0  = { V l ~ }  cluster is comprised of 12 vanadium atoms arranged in a stack of t h e e  V squares as 

shown in Fig. s.I(a). The top and bottom squares form strongly antiferromagnetically (AFM) couplcd 

singlet states at room temperature and beIow and thus do not contribute significantly to the magnetic 

propertics of thc clustcr at T 5 300 K.[2] The central square of V4+ ions, on thc othcr hand, forms a 

squarc o€ s = 1/2 localizcd rnomcnts couplcd by an almost isotropic AFM nearcst-neighbor exchange 

intcraction. Thus { V ~ Z }  bchavcs as a prototype of a spin 1/2 Heisenbcrg tctramcr. Thc investigation 

of thc spin dynamics of this molcculc ovcr thc wholc tcmpcraturc rangc and for diffcrent values of the 

cxtcrnal rnagnctic ficld is of intcrcst bccausc onc can follow the evolution from thc high tcmpeiature 

rcgirnc of uncorrclatcd paramagnctic spins (RBT >> J )  to thc low tcnipcraturc regimc with a ground 

statc of total spin ST = 0. Thc nuclcar rnagnctic rcsonancc (NMR) of protons probcs the spin dynamics 

of the systcni sincc thc protons in thc molccule arc couplcd to thc V4” elcctron spins via nuclear-eIectron 

dipolar intcractions. In particular the proton spin-latticc rclaxation ratc T;’ is proportional to the low 

ficqucncy part of the spcctral dcnsity of thc clcctron spin fluctuations.[3] As pointed out in a preliminary 

report on {Vl2},[4] thc low spin value (s = 1/2) of each magnetic moment makes this systcm a good 

quantum countcrpart of sevcral other investigated AFM rings with high intrinsic spin value (s :: 5/2), 

i.c. ncarly classical spins.[5, G ]  Unfortunately, no “bonafidc” AFM ring systcm, with ST =: 0 ground 

state, composcd of spins s = 1/2 is presently available except for {Cug} ring which, howcvcr, has an 

cxchangc intcraction constant ( J )  so large that thc spin systcm is in thc ST = 0 ground state at room 

temperature and below.[7] Thus {Vl2} appears to be the only s = 1/2 single quantum systcm whose 

rcsults can bc comparcd with thc s = 1/2 classical AFM rings. 

In thc prcscnt paper wc rcport a dctailcd proton NMR invcstigation of thc spin dynamics of the model 

spin tctranicr aimcd at tcsting thc following issucs: (i) the bchavior of thc clcctronic spin correlation 

function in the high temperaturc rcgirnc ( l i ~ T  > J ) ;  (ii) the evolution of the spin correlations when the 

temperature becomes of the order of the exchange coupling J (ksT N J ) ;  (iii) the spin fluctuations at 

very low temperature when the molecular magnet is mostly in its singlet ground state (ksT < J ) .  In 

SCC. 5.2 wc dcscribc thc cxpcrimental dctails of thc NMR measuremcnts. In SCC. 5.3 we present the 

cxperimcntal rcsults including magnetic susccptibility rcsults which will guidc us in the interpretation 

of the NMR data. In Sec. 5.4 we analyze the data by using the general features of the Moriya formula 
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. .  

Figure 5.1 (a) Schcmatic representation of the [Viv Vy As8 0 4 0  (x-X2O)l4- 

cluster anion. The three planes formcd by the vanadium anions 
(black sphcres) arc depicted in dark gray. (b) Schematic vicw of 
the central tetramer with definition of the super-exchange and pa- 
rameter pathways through the diarsenic ligands: (.) As and ( 0 )  

0.L 21 

and exact first-principles results based on the isotropic Heisenberg model. Finally, in Sec. 5.5 we give 

a surninary and conclusions of the paper. 

5.2 Experimental details 

Measureinents of magnetization versus temperature were performed at 0.5 T using Quantum De- 

sign magnetic property ineasurement system (MPMS) superconducting quantum intcrfcrciice device 

(SQUID) magnetometers. The NMR measurements were performed on polycrystallinc powdcr samples 

synthesized as described in the Ref. 121, by using a standard Fourier transform (FT) pulsc spcctrometer. 

Thc proton NMR linc was sufficicntly nai-row (< 70 kHz) to bc irradiattcd by a single radio frequency 

(rf) pulse of duration between 2 - 4 pscc. The proton nuclear spin-lattticc rclaxation rate Ti-' was 

mcasurcd by inonitoriiig thc rccovery of the nuclcar magnctization following a short sequencc of satu- 

rating radio frequency pulses. The recovery of the nuclear magnetization was found to bc exponential 

in most cases over more than one decade. Each molecule contains many non cquivalcnt protons with 

diffcrcnt dipolar coupling to thc four V4+ magnetic moments, namely 24 x 5 protons belonging to thc 
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CzHh groups that are part of the triethyl ammonium cations and the remaining four belonging to the 

two water molccules. Thus the obscrvation of an exponcntial recovery law implics the presencc of a 

common spin temperaturc.[8, 91 The common spin temperature is established if TI >> Tz, where Tz is 

the spin-spin relaxation timc. Under these circumstances the measurcd Tyl is the weighted average of 

thc relaxation ratc for the different protons in the molecule. At high temperature and high magnetic 

field we obscl-ved non-exponential behavior due to the brcakdown of thc common spin tempcrature 

approximation and the T;' quantity was derived from thc initial part of thc nuclear magnetization 

recovery curve (Le. tangent to the origin). In this casc also the measurcd T;' is a weightcd avcrage of 

thc different relaxation rates.[5, 61 The spin-lattice relaxation rate in the rotating framc was measured 

by using an initial a/2 rf pulse immediately followcd by a lock-in rf pulse of intensity HI N 0.001 T 

and of variable duration 7. The TG1 paramctcr was obtained from monitoring the amplitude of thc 

free precession decay as a function of the duration 7 of the lock-in pulsc. [9] 

5.3 Experimental Results 

The results for thc magnetic susceptibility x measured in our {Vlz} samplc at  0.5 T are plotted in 

Fig. 5.2 as XT vs. T. The rapid drop of XT for T 5 100 K is indicative of the non-magnetic ground statc 

(ST = 0). The inset in Fig. 5.2 shows x vs. T. Thc proton NMR linc was found to bc a singlc symmetric 

linc whose full width at half maximum (FWHM) is plotted in Fig. 5.3 as a function of tcmperature at 

two different external magnetic fields (0.5 T and 4.7 T). The low tcmperature limit (i.c., - 50 kHz) 

of the low field line width T-dependence, can bc ascribed almost entirely to the nuclear dipole-dipole 

interaction among thc 124 protons in thc molccule. The partial linc narrowing from 50 kHz to 28 

kHz occurring on increasing temperaturc is due t o  the averaging of the nuclear dipolar interaction by 

thc onsct of molecular hindered rotation of thc CzH5 groups. This can be inferred by thc fact that a 

similar line narrowing is commonly obscrvcd in the same tempcraturc range as herc in inany compounds 

containing the same radical group.[8,9] F'rom a comparison of the linc width data for thc two fields thcrc 

appcars to be only a slight inhomogencous ficld dependent broadcning. The inhoniogcneous broadcning 

is due to thc relatively small dipolar coupling of the protons with the for V4' magnetic moments. The 

nuclear spin-lattice relaxation ratc T;' is shown as a function of temperaturc in Fig. 5.4 for cxtcrnal 

fields of 0.5 T and 4.7 T, respcctively. In the tempcrature range (4.2 - 300 K) the behavior of TY1 vs. T 

i s  similar to the behavior XT vs. T. It is of particular importancc to note that thcrc is no enhanccmcnt 

of TT1 at tempcraturcs close to J / ~ B  = 17.6 K, contrary to what has been rcportcd in other AFM 

rings and clusters with intrinsic spins s > 1/2.[5, G] The T;' results in the low tempcrature range 
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(1.5 - 4.2 K) are shown separately in Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b). It is notcd that bclow 4 K the majority 

of thc molecules are in the nonmagnetic ground statc and thcrcforc thc TT1 data in this low-T regime 

are of particular intcrest and wiIl be analyzed separately. A detailed field dependent study of Tyl was 

performed at 300 K and the results are shown in Fig. 5.6. We have included two points which rcfcr 

to rncasurernents at 4.7 T. In this case the relaxation rate in the rotating frame probes the spectral 

density at  wl = " I N H I ,  and thus the points havc been plotted in the graph at the magnetic field in 

the rotating frame H I  = w l / - y ~  N 0.001 T. Thc strong ficld dcpcndcnce of TF1 indicates that the 

spectral density of thc magnctic fluctuations is peaked at low frequency, a characteristic feature of low 

dimensional Bciscnberg systems.[S, 6, 101 

5.4 Analysis of experimental results 

5.4.1 Magnetic susceptibility 

The magnetic susceptibility data in Fig. 5.2 can bc fittcd well by a thcoretical calculation based on 

the exact solution of thc Hciscnberg Hamiltonian. In Ref. [Z] thc starting Hamiltonian is an empirical 

anisotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian with four cxchangc paramctcrs, i.c. 3:!/lZ~ -.- -9.28 K, J,","/lz~ = 

-9.51G K, J:./ke = -7.77 K,  J;{/I;B = -8 K (with 3 1 2  = 334 and 3 2 3  = J I ~ ) ,  as shown in the 

schcinatic depiction of Fig. S . l ( k ~ ) . ~  The choice of thc Hamiltonian with thcsc parmetcrs was dictated 

by thc nced to reproduce the energy level scheme (sliom in Fig. 5.7(a)) obtaincd directly from inelastic 

neutron scattering (INS) experiments. [2] Howevcr, an almost identical fit of the susceptibility can be 

obtaincd by using a far simpler isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian with a singlc cxchangc parameter 

J.8 Thc eigenstates of H are of the form lS~MS13S24 >, whcrc S13 s2 + s4, and 

ST 513 + Szd. Thus, we have a singlet S, = 0 ground state ([OD11 >) with E = 0, a triplet S, =I 1 

(IlM11 >) with E = J ,  a singlet (lo000 >) and two triplets (IlMOl >, I l A 4 l O  >) with E = 2J and 

finally a quintet ST = 2 state (12Mll >) with E = 3J, for a total iiumbcr of (2s + l)N = 2' = lG states 

(SCC Fig. 5.7(b)). It is then straightforward to obtain thc ficld-frcc partition function Z.[ll] Moreover, 

the zero field molar susceptibility x,-J(T) is givcn by thc fluctuation formula xo = N ~ ( g p ~ ) ~ / ( 3 1 i ~ T )  < 

S$ >. One thcn finds 

s1 + $3, S24 

71n b f . [ Z ]  thc convcntion H = -2 Ci<j J ~ p s , P s ~  was used (a and fl take on the values 5, v ,z ) .  
'Here, we have used the convention H = +J(q  .s2 + 52  . s3 +SA .s,, + sa .SI) + 25. 
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Figure 5.2 Temperature dcpcndence of XT in   VI^} at 0.5 T. The solid curve 
is thc thcoretical result (Eq. (5.1)) with g = 1.97 and J = 17.G K. 
Also shown in thc inset is the susceptibility x vs T at  0.5 T. 

where N A  is Avogadro's number. We found that Eq. (5.1) provides a vcry good fit to thc cxpcrimental 

data upon choosing g M 1.97 and J/tp.T 17.6 K.  Thc thcoretical susccptibility curve is givcn by the 

solid line in Fig. 5.2. This agreement is hither cvidcncc of tile fact that thc overall rnagnctic properties 

can be associatcd with the four central spins s = 1/2. 

L4.2 'H NMR line width (FWHM) vs T 

The 'H NMR line width Au (FWHM) as a function of tcmperature and for two different fields is 

shown in Fig. 5.3. Thc dcpcndcnce of Av on both thc magnetic field and the temperature is ascribed 

to magnetic dipolar broadening via the dipolar interaction of the 'H with thc V4+ magnetic moments. 

For the dipolar magnctic broadening, thc inhomogeneous line width Au for a given susccptibility per 

spin x, is givcn by 

(5.2) 
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Figure 5.3 Temperature dependence of the proton linewidth (FWHM) in 
{Vlz} at two diffcrciit cxtcriial ficlds, HO = 0.5 T (open circles) 
and Ho = 4.7 T (filled circles). 

where VN is the proton Larmor frequency, A,  is the component of the dipolar hypcrfine coupling 

constant along the direction of the external magnetic field H, and T is thc avcragc distance between the 

'H and the vanadium ions.[8] From the field dependence at room temperature (not shown here) and 

the susceptibility in Fig. 5.2 one can estimate the component A, of the dipolar coupling constant by 

considering the slope 

We obtained a value of A, - lo2' ~ m - ~  which coi-rcsponds to thc ficld gcnerated by a V4+ mapictic 

inonicnt at  an avcragc distance of about 3 A. This agrccs with thc rcsuIts for {VIS) and {V,} givcn 

in Rcf.[lS]. The result demoiistrates that 'H NMR is a direct probe of the magnetic propcrtics of the 

V4+ ions in the {Vlz} compound. 
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5.4.3 1~ spin-lattice reIaxation rate T ; ~  

Onc can obtain a gcncrat cxprcssioii for the spin-lattice relaxation rate TC1 through a mctliod bascd 

on a perturbative treatment (“weak collision approach”) of the dipolar coupling between nuclear and 

paramagnetic spins.[3, 8, 91 The major fcaturcs of the spin-lattice relaxation rate can be easily seen in 

thc following formula 

wherc thc cocfficicnts Cf contain all the detailed geometrical cocficicnts of thc dipolar interactions, 

{ i , j }  arc paramagnetic spin sites and {qd} Cartesian coordinatcs. It can bc casily scen that thc 

difficulty in cvaluatting Ty1 in Eq. (5.4) arises firstly from the calculation ofCga’ and sccondly from the 

calculation of all the spin-spin corrclation functions. The following simplifications have been made in 

ordcr to gct thc major fcaturcs. 

(1) We use thc isotropic Hciscnbcrg Hamiltonian that we used for the susceptibility. 

(2) We rcplacc thc delta functions that arise from Eq. (5.4) by Loreiitzian functions with a single 

tcmpcraturc indcpcndcnt broadcning parameter wo whose physical interprctatioii is in tci-ms of a cut- 

off frequency of thc spin-spin corrclation functions due t o  couplings that do not commute with the 

Hciscnbcrg isotropic exchange. [lo] 

(3) Thc diffcrcnce in the dipolar interactions of the iiicquivalcnt protons (diffcrcnt Cga‘ for diffcrcnt 

protons) in thc rnolcculc is trcatcd by averaging out the geometrical details of thc system, i.c. wc deal 

with a single, average TT1. 

(4) Sincc the encrgies of the electronic spin system are of thc ordcr of J l l i ~ T  FS 17.6 K, wc kccp only 

tcrms that corrcspond to zcro transition frequencies. This simplification is valid for ficlds far below the 

first lcvcI crossing (- 13.3 T); 

By using thc total spin symrnctrics of the Hamiltonian, Le., [H, S;] = [ H ,  S;] = 0 and the resulting 

selection rulcs, wc gct the following gcncral form for the spin lattice relaxation rate[3, 131 

where the first term comes horn the (auto and pair) longitudinal corrclation functions and the second 

comcs from thc transvcrsc tcrms. The temperature and field dependence of FL and FT arises from the 

various Boltzmann factors of the electronic spin levels. There is no need for a further simplification of 

setting FL and FT equal.[13] 
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Figure 5.4 Temperature depcndeilcc of tlic proton spin-lattice relaxation rate 
in {Vlz}: (filled circles) data at H = 0.5 T. The solid CUI-VC is 
the best fit according to Eq. (SA), with a = 5.6 msec-I, p = 76.8 
rnsec-l, 7 = 28 msec-l; (open circlcs) data at 4.7 T. Thc dottcd 
curve is thc same CUITC as for the 0.5 T data, but with a rescaling 
factor which takes into account thc ficld dcpcndcncc in Eq. (5.7) 
with Ho = 1.3 T. 

In thc cxprcssions for F t  and FT in Eq. (5.5), the contribution from the ground statc vanishcs 

since thc ground statc is a non-dcgcneratc ST = 0 state. We will use this additional feature in writ- 

ing Eq. (5.8), and also in the low-T bchavior of T;' (Eq. 5.9).  We are now ready to discuss our 

experiincntal results using thc abovc gcneral features of T;'. 

5.4.3.1 T;' vs. field at T = 300 K 

In the high teinperature regimc (T = 300 K) the Boltzmann factors in FL and FT in Eq. (5.5) are 

all close to unity. Hence, one should bc ablc to reproduce the field dependence of TC1 at T = 300 K 

with the relation 
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Figurc 5.5 (a) Scrnilog plot of Tcl vs 1000/T for the low-T range (1.5-4.2 K) 
for different magnetic fields: (open circlcs) 0.4 T data; (fillcd circlcs) 
1.34 T data. The dotted cu17res arc fits according to Eq. (5.9) 
with 2 = 1, A(0.4 T) = 7 msec-I , A(1.34 T) = 1.3 msec-' 
and with A ~ h l ~ ( 0 . 4  T) = 17.1 K, A ~ h l ~ ( 1 . 3 4  T) = 15.8 K. Thc 
solid curve corresponds to the addition in Eq. (5.9) of a constant, 
field-dependcnt tcrm G(H) ,  with G(0.4 T) = 3.9 x inscc-l, 
and G(1.34 T) = 7.3 x msec-'. (b) (open squares) 4.7 T 
data. The dotted curve corresponds to Eq. (5.9) with 2 = I, 4 4 . 7  
T) = 0.3 msec-I, and A ~ h l ~ ( 4 . 7  T) = 11.3 K. The solid curve 
corresponds to the addition in Eq. (5.9) of the constant G ( H ) ,  with 
G(4.7 T) = 1.7 x rnscc-'. The inset shows the obtained valucs 
of A n M ~  YS H ,  and the solid black line is the linear dependent 
expected behavior AN,R(H) c- A0 - g p ~ H  with A0 = 17.6 K and 
gp,g = 1.33 K/T. 
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where P and Q are constants. Indeed, the field dependence of 2;-' at T = 300 K, can be wcll described 

by the relation 

where K and Ho are fitting paramcters. n o m  the fit in Fig. 5.6 onc obtains K / H o  = 8.9 rnscc-l and 

Ho = 1.3 T. Equation 4{b) arises from Eq. (5.6) in two limiting cascs: (i) if P <( Q and wo - we, in 

which case onc would have w g  = reHo - 2.3 x 10l1 Hz; and (ii) if P - Q and wg - WN << we,  in which 

case onc would have wo = yhrH x 3.5 x 10' Hz. Both choices are consistent with the fact that the TG1 

value is of the order of the zero field extrapo1atcd Tyl since the spin-lattice relaxation in the rotating 

framc is proportional to the spectral dcnsity of the fluctuations at very low frcquency, i.e., w1 - 250 

kHz. One could argue that thcrc i s  no physical reason why P << Q sincc thc constants are both related 

to the components of dipolar coupling tcnsor, and therefore the second choicc is the relevant one. Onc 

way to determine this expcrirncntally would be to perform a T'F' measurcmcnt using a differcnt (other 

than proton) nuclei. Unfortunatcly, an attempt to detect the 51V NMR sigial was unsucccaahul most 

likcIy due to the very short 2'1 and/or T! .  Furthermore 13C NMR in natural abundance yields a signal 

which is too weak for thc rcquircd low field measurements. 

5.4.3.2 TC1 vs. temperature at H = 0.5 T for T > 4.2 K 

For W = 0.5 T, wc havc h, << J ,  arid therefore wc can ncglcct the field depcndcnce in the 

Boltzmann factors in FL and FT. Hence, the temperature dcpcndcnce of TL1 in Fig. 5.4 can be 

reproduced reasonably wcll by thc following relation 

where the ficld dcpcndeiice in the fitting paramcters a, /3 and y arises from the Lorentziaii broadening 

as in Eq. (5.5). There is no contribution in Eq. (5.8) from the ground statc, as indicated previously. 

Thc data of TC1 for H = 0.5 T can be fittcd by Eq. (5.8), for T > 4 K, with tlic proper choicc of fitting 

parainctcrs a, 0, and y (solid black curvc in Fig. 5.4 with LY = 5.6 msec-l, /3 = 7G.X msec-', y = 28 

mscc-l). One can see a deviation from the behavior given in l3q. (5.8) below T = 4.2 K in Fig. 5.4 

which will be treated separately. 

5.4.3.3 TT1 vs. temperature  at H = 4.7 T' and for T > 4.2 K 

If one assumcs that the constants cy, and y in Eq. (5.8) have the same field dcpcndence as in 

Eq. (5.7) and that thc parameter wo, which defincs thc width of the Lorentzian function, is T-independcnt, 
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Figurc 5.6 TC1 vs H at T = 300 K. Thc solid black line rcpresents the best fit 
to thc data according to Eq. (5.7) with HO = 1.3 T and K/& = 8.9 
msec-'. The two points plottcd at vcry low ficlds are T;P1 mea- 
suremcnts at 4.7 T (SCC thc text). 

om can try to fit the T;' data at H = 4.7 T with the same set of parameters as for the fit at 0.5 T 

simply by rescaling by thc ficld dependence given by Eq. (5.7). We would cxpect that at  4.7 T, which 

is approximately 1/3 of thc first lcvcl crossing field, the Boltzmam factors that cnter FL,FT would 

be affected significantly cspccially at low T .  Indeed, there is a deviation bclow 10 K (see thc dottcd 

line in Fig. 5.4). It is noteworthy that one finds good qualitativc agrccmcnt over a wide tempcrature 

range and this implics that thc broadening parameter wo is 2'-indepcndcnt at these temperaturcs. Thc 

above result suggcsts that the T and H dependence of TY1 can bc expressed in first approximation 

as the product of a tcmpcrature dependent function f(T) and a ficld dcpendent function g ( H ) .  This 

approximation obviously breaks down at  high ficlds and low temperatures. 

5.4.3.4 T;' vs. temperature  for T < 4.2 K 

For tcnipcratures below the 4He boiling tcrnpcrature only the ground state (lo000 >) and the first 

cxcited state (11 - 111. >) arc of importance. Then, for given field, thc tcmpcrature dcpendencc of TF', 
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Figure 5.7 (a) Level schenic as obtaincd from INS (Ref.[Z]) (depicted are the 
observed iiielastic neutron scattering transitions). (b) Lcvcl schcmc 
as obtained from isotropic Bciscnbcrg model for four spins s = 1/2. 

assuming again no 2'-dependence in wo in Eq. (5.5), follows the rclation 

where ANhIR(H) = A, -AE(H) ,  with A, = J ,  is the gap between the ground state Sr  = 0 and ST = 1 

excited state and A ( H )  is a fitting parameter for each ficld corning from thc Lorentzian broadening. One 

can easily see that A ( H ) e - A N b f R ( H ) / k Q T  in Eq. (5.9) corrcsponds to a(H) in Eq. (5.8) when ~ B T  >> J .  

Thc initial part of the curve (2.5 K< T < 4.2 K) in Fig. 5.5Ia) and 5.5(b) can indecd bc fit with 

Eq.(5.9) (dotted cui-vcs in Fig. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b)) with A(0.4T) = 5.8 msec-l, A(1.34T) = 1.3 insec-l, 

A(4.7T) = 0.3 msec-l, and ANMR(O.~T)/RB = 17.1 K, A N M R ( ~ . & T ) / ~ B  = 15.8 K, and finally 

A ~ ~ ~ ( 4 , 7 2 ' ) / k j 3  = 11.4 K. The obtained gap values A,v,R VS. H arc plottcd in the insct of Fig. 5.5(b), 
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the dashed curve represents the Zeeman field dependence of the gap given by A N ~ ~ R ( H )  = A, - g p ~ H ,  

with Ao/k~ = 17.6 K. 

For the case of thc low ficld data (0.4 T and 1.34 T) onc must notc the deviation from the exponcntial 

thermally activated bchavior givcn in Eq. (5.9) with Ao/ l ;~  - 17.6 K for T < 2.5 K (Fig. 5.5(a)), whilc 

in the case of the high field data (4.7 T) the fit given by Eq. (5.9) reproduccs thc data also below 2.5 K 

as shown in Fig. 5.5(b). The weak temperature dcpendence below 2.5 K suggests that we fit the data in 

this regime by simpIy adding a T-independent but H-dependcnt tcrm in Eq. (5.9) (see Fig. 5.5). It is 

noted that in thc octanuclear {CUS} antifcrromagnctic ring, of ST = 0 ground state, a similar deviation 

at low tcmpcraturcs was obscrvcd.[7] In {CUB} the G3,G5Cu NMR and nuclear guadrupolc rcsonance 

(NQR) indicated the prcscncc of noncquivalent Cu sitcs, suggcsting a deviation from the exact isotropic 

Bciscnbcrg Hamiltonian. Morcover, inelasting neutron scattering[Z] in the present systcrn, indicatcd the 

presence of anisotropic cxchangc. HOWCVCI, no contribution to T;’ can arise in Moriya’s formula from a 

non-dcgcncratc ST = 0 ground state, whatever the form of the Hamiltonian, and in particular whcthcr 

H includcs anisotropic exchange and non-equivalent sites. Therefore, we are lead to concludc that the 

very low-T contribution to T;’ i s  coming cithcr from paramagnetic “defects” or kom a rclaxation 

mcchanism, othcr than proton-vanadium dipolar coupling terms of Moriya’s theory. 

5.5 Summary and conclusions 

In this work wc have prescnted comprehensive susceptibility and ‘H nuclear inagnctic rcsonance 

experimental results of thc potyoxovanadatc clustcr {Vlz}. The susceptibility experimental data wcrc 

well fittcd using rcsults from cxact calculations bascd on an isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian for the 

spin 1/2 tctramcr. From thc NMR spectral ineasureinents and the temperature and ficld dcpendence 

of the NMR linc width wc havc cstablislicd that the inhomogeneous broadening is duc to thc dipolar 

coupling of thc protons with thc localized vanadium ions. The spin dynamics of thc tctramcr has been 

charactcrizcd through thc proton spin-latticc relaxation rate, T;’, in different tempcraturc rcgimes 

and for diffcrcnt ficlds, and we used general arguments (based on Moriya’s first-principlcs treatment) 

to rcproduce the results. At high temperature ( ~ B T  >> J )  TY1 exhibits a strong and well defined field 

dcpendence which is well reproduced by a Lorentzian spectral density of the spin fluctuations. This 

field behavior is similar to that obscrvcd in om-dimcnsional inagnctic systems.{lO] In the intermcdiatc 

tcmpcraturc rangc (10 K < T < 300 K) the temperature behavior of TT* is similar to thc T-dcpendence 

of XT indicating that the proton T;’ is dominated by the amplitude of thc local spin fluctuations. 

Particularly relevant is the absence of an enhanccmcnt of thc rclaxation rate T;’ far kBT - J which 
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is found in other similar molecular magnetic rings compriscd of spins with s > 1/2.[G] The  fact that 

we were able to roughIy reproduce the high and low ficld data simpty by means of a rcscating factor is 

evidcnca of the fact that the T and H dcpendeiice of T;' can be exprcsscd in first approximation as 

thc product of two independcnt functions f ( T )  and g ( H )  and most importantly that the broadcning 

parameter wg is weakly tcmperature dependent down to at I c s t  10 K. Finally, in the low-T regime 

(2.5K < T < 4.2 K), and for both high and low ficlds, TF1 decreases exponcntially as the temperature 

is lowered. Thc value of the gap A obtaincd from thc fit of the data is consistent with the simple 

linear field dependence A N M R ( H )  = A0 - g,LLBff with Ao = 17.6 K in cxccllcnt agreement with tlic 

susccptibility results and with INS and dynamic magnetization mcasurcments.[14] For T < 2.5 K the 

tempcrature dependence of 2'F1 deviates from the thermally activated cxponcntial behavior and this is 

most evident in the low ficld data (0.4 T and 1.34 T). This dcviation will be explored in dctail in the 

ncar future. 

The most remarkable conclusion of the present work is found by comparing the behavior of the 

prcsent s = 1/2 tetramer with the s > 1/2 AFM rings. Although in both cases the proton Tci can 

bc wcil described by Moriya's thcory, tlic characteristic frequency wo defining the broadening of the 

magnetic levels of the moleculc, and thus the spin fluctuations is quitc different for the s = 1/2 quantum 

casc and the s > 1/2 classicaf case. In {Vlz}, wo appears to bc almost T-independent and thus it 

docs not give rise to the peak in TF1 observed in AFM rings,[4, 61 whcrc wo is strongly T-dcpcndcnt 

bcconiing of the order of the nudcar Larmor frequency at the peak.[l5] Another impoi-tant finding is 

the existcncc of a residual nuclear relaxation mcchanism at very low tcmpcratures. It will be noted 

that similar rcsults were obtained in half-intcgcr isotropic high-spin ground state molecules of different 

spin mIucs.[l6] 
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6.  Pulsed Fields measurements: The Landau-Zener-Stuckelberg mode1 

without dissipation 

6.1 Introduction 

Pulscd field tcchniqucs have been a valuable tool in probing the spin dynamics ofmagnctic molcculc 

systems. Thcsc cxpcrimcnts havc shown a variety of remarkablc cffects, such as magnetization hysteresis 

and abrupt magnctization steps. The hysteretic behavior is related to (and gives information conccming) 

thc coupling with the latticc dcgrces of freedom (mainly thc phonons), and signify that thc charactcristic 

thermal rclaxattion timcs of thc magnctic moleculc systems can bc low cnougb to bc in thc regime of 

cwrcntly available sweep rates. On the other hand, the magnetization stcps are manifestations of tbc 

so-callcd Landau-Zcncr-Stiickelberg (LZS) transitions, [l-41 of purcly quantum-mcchanical origin (see 

below) and can give information on the microscopic interactions present in aH nanoinagnctic systems. 

In addition to hysteresis and LZS steps, there have been observed effects related to the dissipativc EZS 

cffect, i t . ,  the combined thermal and quantum-mechanical transitions. 

More specifically, in pulsed field experiments one measures the magnetization in time, in the presence 

of fast sweeping external fields of various forms. Moreover, the magnetic fields can reach very large valucs 

(a fcw tcns of Tesla) with sweep rates as high as 1 T/ms. In addition, the valuc of the magnetization can 

be measured in very fine time intervals. Hence, in pulsed field experiments the Hamiltonian becomcs 

cxplicitly time dependent. To explain the response to pulsed fields onc gcnerally necds to takc into 

account the interaction with the lattice degrees of freedom, such as ph0nons.l The situation is thc 

onc dcpictcd in Fig. 6.1. Lct us denote by T~ the characteristic timc scalc of the thcrmal transitions, 

under a static cxteinal ficld. Wlicn thc ficld changcs in timc, thc outcome of thc measurement of 

M ( t )  dcpeiids Largcly on thc cornpctition betwccn thc timc scalc T . ~  with thc expcrimcntal time scale 

T,, determined by the sweep rate. For instance, if the sweep of the field B(t)  is extremely slow, then 

thc measured magnetization M ( t )  is the instantaneous equilibrium valuc Meq (B( t ) ) ,  corresponding to 

'At ultra-low T thcrc are not enough phonon modes excited and thus thc phonon system cannot be considered as a 
largc rcscrvoir. In this casc, the role of the hcat bath can be playcd by the spin dcgtecs of frccdctm within thc sample, 
such as thc nuclcar spins.[5] 
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Figurc 6.1 To cxplain liystcresis effects in pulsed field measurements one has 
to take into account the coupling to thc latticc dcgrccs of frccdorn, 
which consist mainly of phonons. Sinall intramolecular anisotropic 
terms (contained in H A )  arc rcsponsiblc for thc occurrcncc of LZS 
transitions and magnetization steps. 

thc instantancous B( t ) .  On the other hand, if r, is in the regime of the available sweep time re, 

the measured magnetization lags behind M,,(B(t)), i.c., it shows Iiystcrcsis. On thc othcr hand, the 

occurrence of a magnetization step is not related to the coupling t o  the latticc but instead originates from 

intramolecular magnetic interactions which are so small that cannot be observed by static measurements 

such as susceptibility. The field values at which a magnctization stcp takcs placc corrcsponds to an 

avoidcd level crossing (or anticrossing) in the magnetic energy spectrum, as a function of external field. 

Such kvci anticrossings arc formed if the corresponding levels are coupled by the sniall anisotropic term. 

In Sec. 6.2, we provide an analytical derivation of the well-known LZS formula for t he  pure quantum- 

mechanical LZS model, i.c., wc shall iicglect the coupling to the bath in Fig. 6.1, and moreover we shall 

assume that thc ficld is changing lincarly with time. A general first-principles analysis of hysteresis 

effects in magnetic molecules as wcll as the dissipativc LZS effect can bc found in chapter 8. In SCC. 6.3, 

we take into account the general expressions of Sec. 6.2, and give some ordcr of magnitude considerations 

in actual magnetic molecule systems. In particular, we emphasize thc difference between the LZS effects 

occurring in systcms with a small spin ground statc with the corresponding ones occurring in SRIII\IIs. 
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Figure 6.2 LZS transitions. Thc solid lines correspond to the adiabatic cnergy 
states (11; t > and 12; t >) of thc LZS modcl of Eq. ( G . l ) ,  whereas thc 
dashcd diagonal lincs correspond to the spin-up I - > and spin-down 
I+ > state. The initial conditions Eqs. (6.15) is that shown on the 
right (t = -m). Thc probabilities PLZS and 1 - PLZS of adiabatic 
and nonadiabatic transitions, rcspcctivcly, are indicated. In the 
extrcmc adiabatic rcgiine the system remains on the lomcr branch 
(l-;t >) at all times and thercforc cuds up in the spin-up I+ > 
state. In the oppositc limit, of the nonadiabatic regime, thc state 
of the system does not change at all, and thcrcfore remains in the 
initial statc I- > at all times. The shaded area in the immediate 
vicinity of B = 0 indicates the LZS rcgimc whcrc the magnetization 
step takcs placc. Also indicated is the zero-field energy gap 6. 

6.2 The LZS model without dissipation 

The traditional quantum-mcchanical twc-leve12 LZS modcl[l-41 consists of a spin 1/2 system, subjcct 

to a Iinearly timc dcpcndent field along the z-axis and a smell static transverse field. Without loss of 

generality we takc tbc latter to be directed along the x-axis. Thcn, thc Hamiltonian for this problem 

is given by 

where we havc dcfincd J?: = g p ~ 7 - / ( 2 h ) .  Both rv and re havc dirncnsions of frequency. Tliesc provide 

two different timc scales and therefore their ratio re/rv is of particular importance, as we show below. 

"Apart from the twc-levcl LZS modcl, thoro also exist multilevel variations of this problem. We refer in particular to 
Refs. [6-81 and refcrcnccs thcrcin. 
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Starting from the initial condition that, in the remote past t = -00, the system is in the spin- 

down state, Le., I$(-..) >= I- >, the problem consists of finding the wavefunction I$(t) > by soIving 

analytically the timc-dcpcndcnt Schrodingcr cquation. Of particular intercst is the probability (dcnotcd 

by P ~ g s )  that, in thc rcmotc future thc systcm ends up in the spin-up I+ > statc. 

First, one can easily solve for the adiabatic eigenstates Icy; t > (with cy = 1,2) and the corresponding 

eigenvalues e a ( t )  of this Hamiltonian by taking t as a parameter, Le., by solving for each t the equation 

H,4(t)lu;t >= e,(t)la; t > . 

In particular, the eigenvalues are of the form 

i.c., the adiabatic energy diagram has the avoided level crossing form sliown in Fig. 6.2. The zerc-field 

cncrgy gap 6 is equal to  5 = 2hJ?,. 

Suppose now, that one begins in the remote past (t = -m) with a large positive field (B = +m) with 

thc spin systcm bcing in its ground statc 11; -m >= I- >. As mcntioncd abovc, I'v is vcry small and 

thcrcfore its effect will bccome important only whcn thc first tcrm approachcs zero, i.e., whcn B crosses 

zcro. In the immediate vicinity of B = 0, there is an enhanccd probability that the off-diagonal term 

induces transitions bctwccn thc two statcs of thc systcm. As a result, in thc rcmotc futurc [t = fm) 

thcrc is a finitc probability that thc systcni is in its cxcitcd adiabatic statc 12; $03 >= I- >. Wc denotc 

this probability by 1 - PLZS. On the othcr hand, thc probability that thc systcm rcrnains on the lowest 

energy branch 11; t > at all times is givcn by Pbzs. According to the adiabatic thcorcm of quantum 

incchanics (Rcfs. 11-1, 123) onc expects that P ~ z s  should bc larger thc slowcr wc cross thc anti-crossing 

rcgimc, Le., PLZS + 1 whcn re/rU + 0. Let us derivc thc cxact analytical expression giving PLZS in 

terms of thc ratio Fe/rU. Wc scck thc analytical solution of thc timc-dcpcndent Sclir6dingcr cquation 

Writing I$(t) > as a lincai combination of thc spin-down I- > and spin-up I+ > statcs, i.c., 

wc obtain a systcm of two couplcd equations for thc ampiitudcs f (t)  and g ( t )  

if = --rug - ratf , 

ij = -r,f + rttg , 
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which can easily be decoupled,' by taking another time derivative, as 

j + (r; - irz + r:t2)f = o , 

f +- (r; + ir: + r:t2)g = o . 

Let us consider the first equation only. By introducing F ( t )  = e-i(rct)Z/2f(t) we obtain 

Then, changing variables from t to s = 

(rv/zqz, we finally arrive at3 

and introducing the dimensionless paramctcr y = 

1 
2 

S F " ( S )  + (- - s)F'(s)  + iyF(s )  = 0 , 

which one recognizes as the differential equation satisfied by the confluent Iiypergcometric function 

M ( a ,  c, z )  (see for example Refs. [9, lo]), whosc general solution can be written as 

(6.10) 

Thc integration constants c1 and c2 are to bc dcterinined by the initial condition. A vciy important 

remark is that the function appearing in the r.h.s of this expression is not well defined, unlcss we 

dcfinc a branch cut. To this end we choose thc cut shown in Fig. 6.3 (b). In going from t = -m to 

t = +m atong thc path Ct indicatcd in Fig. 6.3 (a), the corrcsponding path C, in the s-plane (Fig. 0.3 

(b)) goes around the branch point s = 0, and as a result thc function sl/* acquircs an overall minus 

sign. To obtain thc probability PLZS we necd first to find thc asymptotic behavior of Eq. (6.10) at 

t + +m. To this cnd we use the asymptotic expansion[9, 101 of the coducnt hypergeomctric function 

(Ci.11) 

whcre r(z) denotcs the Gamma function.[9] Onc should kccp in mind that this limiting behavior holds 

for 1.1 >> 1, or equivalently for >> I';I. 

Substituting Eq. (6.11) in cach term of Eq. (6.10) and collccting terms together (and taking care of 

onc obtains the asymptotic behavior of f(s) at t + &m as the branch cut of 

with the functions l*(y) and p*(y) defincd as 

(G.12) 

(6.13) 

"The prime in F'(s) denotes diffcrcntiation with rcspcct to the new variable s. 
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I t l  '1 I 
I t=tp i t2 

(a) : t-plane 

s = -i (re t)' 
i 

(b) : s-plane 

Figure 6.3 (a) The path Ct indicates the sweep of thc magnetic ficld from 
B = +m at t = -m to B = --03 at t = +m. Wc choose to cross 
thc time axis from above, i.e., we define t = t l+ t 2 )  with t z  + 0'. 
In doing so, s = $1 +is2 = 2r:tltz -iI'z(t: - tz) follows the path C, 
indicatcd in (b). Thcn thc function si/' acquires an ovcrall minus 
sign since the path goes around thc branch cut. 

The next step is to apply the initial condition of the problcm, in order to find the constants e1 and 

c2. We denote by f f m  and gkOa the mlues of f ( t )  and g( t )  at t + &ca, rcspcctively. We havc assumed 

that at t = -03, the spin system is in thc spin-down state 1- >, i.c., according to Eq. (6.5), 

(6.14) 

with an arbitrary clioicc of the relativc phzc between f-- and g-m. Inspecting the r.h.s. of Eq. (6.12)) 

as t + -m, the magnitude of thc first term drops likc 1s1-1/2 = (ret)-') whereas thc secoiid term 

oscillates in time. Hcnce, for the initial conditions Eq. (6.14) to apply, onc must have idcnticatly 

which providcs us with a first rclation between c1 and cp. A second rclation is obtaincd by taking thc 

time derivativc of J in Eq. (6.12) and carefully comparing it with Eqs. (6.6). This provides us with the 
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required second relation between c1 and c2 

Solviiig Eqs. (G.15) and (6.lG) for c1 and c2, and after some Iengthy but straightforward algebra, one 

obtains 

4ye”T 

l C d 2  = cosh RT (1 + tanh ~ 7 ) ~  ’ 
--i r(iy + 1/21 

2 r ( i y  + 1) c1 = CZ . 

To arrive at tlicse expressions we have uscd thc following propcrtics of the Gamma functionj91 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

Replacing the above valucs for c1 and c2 back into thc cxpressions for l+(r) and p+(y)  (Eq. (6.13)) o m  

finally obtains the asymptotic values f, and goo, and conscqucntly the probability PLZS 

or cquivalently, in terms of thc cncrgy gap 6 = 2hrU and the swecp rate T, 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

This is the well-known LZS formula.[l, 3, 41 According to this, PLZS + 1, Le., the system rcrnains 

at all times on thc lowat energy branch (see Fig. 6.2), when re << rU (adiabatic regime). This is 

expectcd from the adiabatic theorem of quantum mcclianics. On the other hand, whcn Fa >> ru, the 

anti-crossing regimc ( B  FZ 0) is crossed so rapidly that the wavefunction does not change at all, Le., 

the systcm remains in the spin-down state I- > (dotted diagonal linc in Fig. G.2)  and by definition 

PLZS = 0 (extremc non-adiabatic rcgime). This is in accordance with the sudden approximation of 

quantum mechanics which applics whenever a Hamiltonian tcrm changes very fast (as compared to 

thc intrinsic Bohr frequencies of the problem). For a nice account of both thc adiabatic and sudden 

approximations in quantum mcdianics sec Rcf. [I 11 (see also [12]). 

We consider now thc time interval bt~,zs during which the LZS transitions O C C U T . ~  This is givcn by 

(6.21) 

‘Outside this time interval, the Zccman term dominates and the off-diagonal term is not cffcctive in inducing transitions 
bctween I- > and I+ >. 
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which, by a simple inspection of thc Hamiltonian (Eq. (6.1)), corresponds to the time interval during 

which tile Zeemaii term is smallcr in magnitude than the second, off-diagonal term (For a mathematical 

criterion for obtaining 6 t ~ z s  see Ref. [3]). According to this simple relation one can indirectly obtain 6 

by measuring thc timc width of the magnetization stcp. This is done for the magnetic moleculc (VG} 

in thc following chapter. 

6.3 Order of magnitude considerations in actual magnetic molecule 

systems 

Let us now obtain some typical numerical cstimates in actual magnetic moicculc systems. Assuming 

and F as thc quantities 6 and T in units of K and T/ms, respectively, we have g zz 2, and denoting 

r; 2: 8.79 x 1010 ~ s - 2 ,  whercas ru N 6.55 x 1010 Z s-1. 

Consider first the time width 5 t L Z S  during which the LZS step occurs (This is indicated in Fig. 6.2 

by the shaded area around B = 0). According to Eq. (6.21), M L Z ~  N 1.489 6 / F  s. As an example, if 

g -  0.1 and 7 - 1, then 6 t L Z S  - 15 ms, which can easily be measurcd since, in pulsed field experimcnts, 

onc i s  able to measure M ( t )  in very finc time intervals. 

- 

Consider next the order of magnitudc of the transition probability PLZS. The magnitude of thc 

cxponent in the second term of Eq. (6.20) is 1.53 x 10" ' / E  This mcans that for a typical valuc 

5 - 0.1 K, one must use extremely high swecp ratcs, Le., of order T 2 lo9 T/s (not experimentally 

fcasiblc), in order to reach the non-adiabatic rcgimc Ptzs  < 1. Hence for all currently available swecp 

rates we arc in thc cxtrcme adiabatic regime (PLZS = 1). This in turn, means that the system makes 

a complctc transition from the initial spin-down I- > state to the spin-up I+ > state, Le., a complete 

magnctization reversal in the immcdiatc vicinity of B =: 0.5 This extreme adiabaticity condition is 

fulfilled in thc largc category of magnetic molcculcs with low spin ground statcs, such as {V,} (see 

Rcfs. [13-151 and chapter 7), and thc similar compound (V15}.[16]. Thc AFM ring systems also fall in 

thc same category. A general analysis of pulsed field studies in this category of molecules is givcn in 

chaptcr 8. 

On the other hand, thc LZS cffccts taking place in the so-callcd single molecule magncts (SMMs) 

correspond to the nonadiabatic rcgime (PLZS < 1). The reason is that the characteristic encrgy gap 6 

responsible for thc occurrence of LZS transitions (magnctization tunneling) in thcsc systcms is extremely 

sniall - lo-' K, see Refs. [17-191). The origin of such a small cnergy scale in these moleculcs 

'Far the low T, pulsed field studics of the magnetic molecule {VG} (scc tho following two chapters), for which 6 - 0.4 
K, a small deviation from the cxpcctcd adiabatic behavior h a s  been obscrvcd, but this is attributed to thermal transitions 
(dissipative LZS effect, sec chaptcr 8). 
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is attributed to their large spin ground states (e.g., S = 10 for (Fcs} and {Mnlz}). Moreover, thc 

corresponding (25 + 1)-fold degeneracy at zero field is split by singloion anisotropic terms (of thc form 

OS,”) present in the spin Hamiltonian. Consider now the remaining degencracy bctwecn the lowest 

states IS, S > and IS, -S >. This degeneracy can in principle be split by srnaH, say of order 6 ,  residual 

transvcrse (anisotropic) terms. However, since IS,S > and IS,-S > have AM = 2S, the two statcs 

couple in a very high order k (c.g., I; = 25) of pcrturbation theory and consequently arc split by an 

energy 6 (tunnel splitting) which is propoitional to E’’. Hcnce, this large exponent gives an extrcmcly 

small tunncl splitting. Such a small 6 can give PLZS < 1 and the resulting LZS transitions are not 

complctc. In such a case, a measurement of the deviation of the LZS step from its adiabatic limit gives 

an estimatc of 6. Rcmarhbly, such an indirect measurement of such a small cncrgy scaIe, by use of 

Eq. (620), has been performed (for more details see Ref. {ZO]). 
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7. Hysteresis Loops and Adiabatic Landau-Zener-Stuckelberg transitions 

in the Magnetic Molecule {V,) 

A paper published in Physical Review Letters’ 

I. Rousodiatzakis,2 Y. AjiroT3 H. Mitamura,* P. Kogerler,2 and M. Luban’ 

Abstract 

We have observed hystcrcsis loops and abrupt magnetization stcps in the magnetic molecule {VG}, 

where each molecule comprises a pair of identical spin trianglcs, in the tcmpcrature range 1-5 K for 

external magnetic fields B with swccp ratcs of scvcral Tcsla/ms cxccuting a variety of closed cycles. 

The hysteresis loops are accurately reproduccd using a generalization of thc Bloch equation based on 

dircct one-phonon transitions between thc instan‘cancous Zceman-split lcvcls of the ground state (an 

S = 1/2 doublet) of each spin trianglc. Thc magnctization stcps occur for B M 0 and they are explained 

in tcrms of adiabatic Landau-Zener-Stuckel~e~g transitions between the lowest magnctic cncrgy levels 

as modified by inter-triangle anisotropic exchange of order 0.4 K. 

Letter 

Magnetic molcculcs provide a vciy convcnient platform for exploring fundamental issues in nanomag- 

netism. Heisenberg exchangc bctwccn thc magnetic-ion spins cmbcddcd in each molecule gives risc 

to a discrete spcctrum of magnetic eiicrgy levels. Moreover, the magnetic interaction (dipolodipolc) 

between molecules is gcncrally so small as comparcd to intra-molccular exchange interactions that a 

crystal samplc may bc rcgardcd as a macroscopic assembly of independent identical quantum n a n s  

magncts. One significant goal is to understand the interactions of the magnctic inolccules with the 

cnvironrneiit (“heat bath”), for example via phonons. In particular, it is esscntia1 to understand the 
~~ ~~~~~~ 

l h p r i n t e d  with permission of Phys. Rev. Ectt. 94, 147204 (2005). 
*Dept. of Physics and Astronomy and Ames h b O d O ? - J ,  Iowa State University, Arnes, Iowa 50011, USA 
3Dept. of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan 

and CREST, Japan Science and Technology Agency, Saztama 332-0012, Japan 
“Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tobo,  Chiba 106, Japan 
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nature of the thermal rclaxation mechanism, the controlling factors rcsponsible for irreversible and 

dissipative phcnomcna, and the detailed route to thermal cquilibrium of these nano-size quantum spin 

systems. The simpler the spin system thc grcatcr the prospects for achieving a dccp undcrstanding of 

the underlying issues, and this opportunity is provided by the magnetic molcculc (Ve}.[l] Each {V,} 

includes a pair of triangles of cxchangocoupled vanadyl (V02+, spin 1/2) ions. As shown below, at low 

temperatures the instantaneous magnetization, M ( t ) ,  of this spin system, in response to pulsed mag- 

netic fields, B(t),  with sweep rates of several Tesla/ms, cxhibits pronounced hysteresis loops as wcll as 

abrupt magnetization steps that are due to Landau-Zcner-Stiickelberg (LZS) transitions{Z, 31 betweeii 

lowcst energy levels. By explaining the dctails of the dynamical magnetization one establishes both 

tlic low-temperature relaxation mechanism for thc individual magnetic moleculcs as wcll as microscopic 

information concerning the lowcst cncrgy levels, not readily accessible. Indccd, our analysis suggests 

tlic cxistence in this magnetic molecule of an cffcctive inter-triangle anisotropic exchange of order 0.4 

K; otherwise Kramers’ theorern[4, 51 would forbid the occurrence of LZS transitions. 

There are several important diffcrcnccs between the present work and prcvious studies of M ( t )  in 

magnctic molecules in time-dependent magnctic ficlds. From our observation of hysteresis effects in 

{V,} we conclude that the thermal rclaxation time T in this molecule is of ordcr 0.1 ms. This is many 

orders of magnitude shorter than thosc rcported for “single-molecule magncts” such as {Mn12}[6] and 

{Fca}[7] where a large anisotropy energy barrier is rcsponsible for relaxation timcs of order lo3 - IO5 
SCC. Also, we assume that the phonon bottlcncck cffcct which typically occurs at low tcmperatures (e.g. 

T < 200 mK for {V1,Asg}[8]) does not arise: For thc tcmpcratures of our experirncnt (T > 1.5 K) the 

numbcr of available resonant phonons per molcculc is Iargc so that they equilibratc indcpcndcntly from 

thc spins (typical times r , ~ ,  < s, inuch smallcr than both the experimcntal time scale T~~~ - 1 

ms and tlic rclaxation times T of the spins). MOTCOVC~, due to the high sweep ratc of B(t) in our 

mcasurcments, LZS transitions are conscqucntial only in the immediate vicinity o€ B = 0. Away from 

B = 0, we use a generalization of thc standard Bloch equation for M ( t ) ,  where the relaxation ratc 

dcpcnds on the instantaneous B(t).  Thc cxccllcnt agreement obtained betwccn thcory and experiment 

allows us to identify the dominant mcchanisrn for thermal relaxation in tcrms of direct one-phonon 

processes. To our lcnowledgc, this is thc first time that quantitativc agrccincnt between theory and 

experiment has bccn accbicvcd for hysteresis loops in rnagnctic niolccules. 

Wc first summarize the most important known fcatures of (V6}.[1] The magnctic rnolccule [Hd VkvO~ 

( P 0 4 ) d  {(OCB2)3CCH2 OH )#-, abbrcviatcd as {VG}, and isolated as (CN&)dNa2 {VS} 14 HzO, 

may be pictured (sec Fig. 7.1) in terms of two identical triangular units per molecule, each unit consisting 
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I * I . I . l . , . I .  

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 - Ja - Jc 

Field (a.u.1 

Figure 7.1 Left: Structurc of thc two spin triangles in the {V,} anion (bright 
grcy spheres). Phosphate exchange paths (grccn), and other ligands 
not shown, mcdiatc strong intra-triangle exchange (Ja, bluc) and 
wcak intcr-triangle exchange (yellow bonds). At low temperatures 
each triangle behaves as a spin 1/2 cntity (SA = Sa = 1/2). Right: 
Energy diagram for one scenario of inter-triangle cxchange where a 

tcrm of the form (A/~)(SA&, - S,&k,) admixes several of thc 
states IS, M s ;  SA = 1/2, Si = 1/2 >, shown as blue lines. 

of three spins s = 1/2 (V02+ ions) intcracting via isotropic antiferromagnetic (AFM) exchange. Two 

of the 2-spin exchange constants (shown in bluc) are equal ( J ,  M 65 K in units of kg), and an order of 

magnitude larger than the third (shown in red, J,  M 7 K). AdditionaIly, horn nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) studies and chemical structwc anaIysis it has been argued that thcrc cxists a very weak inter- 

triangle exchange interaction (ycllow bonds, approximately 0.3 K). In thc absence of inter-trimglc 

cxchange, for B = 0 the ground statc of cach triangle consists of a 2-fold dcgcncratc doublet with total 

spin S = 1/2, consistent with Kramcrs' theorem. The excited levels arc a second degenerate doublct 

with S = 1/2 and cxcitation cnergy (Ja - Jc) z 58 K ,  and a Pfold dcgcnerate level with S = 3/2 and 

excitation cncrgv (also measured from the ground statc) 3JJ2 = 97 K. In the experiments described 

bclow wc consider temperatures in the rangc 1.5-5 K and B < 25 Tesla, well bclow the field valuc 

(M 74 Tesla) when thc S = 3/2, Ms = -3/2 level crosses the ground state S = 1/2, = -1/2 lcvel. 

As such, it suffices to considcr only the ground state doublet of each triangular unit. A wcak residual 

intcr-trianglc anisotropic exchange will lift thc 4-fold dcgcncracy for B = 0 of cach molccule and give 
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rise (in general) to four distinct energy levels (see bclow). As remarked above, thc occurrcnce of these 

splittings can be manifest whcn the molecules are subjcct to pulsed magnetic ficlds, giviiig rise to a 

sudden reversal in magnetization when thc ficld crosses B -f: 0, as a result of LZS transitions betwecn 

the split levels. Apart from the vicinity of B = 0 the magnetic propcrties at low T of a {V,) sample 

may be accurately describcd in terms of an ensemble of independent S = 1/2 spin triangles. 

Timc-rcsolved magnetization mcasurements were performed on a powdered samplc for half-cycle and 

full-cyclc sweeps by a standard induction method using Compensated pickup coils and a nondestructive 

long pulse magnct installed at ISSP. Utilizing fast digitizers, the inductive method provides data for 

dM/dt  and dB/dt which are subsequently integrated to give results for M versus B. The pulsed ficlds 

have a nearly sinusoidal shape as a function of time, with a half-period about 21 ms (0-maximum-0). 

The sample of 36.9 mg was packed in a thin-wallcd cylindrical teflon capsulc (inner diameter 3.0 mm) 

and then dircctty immcrsed in a liquid Hclium bath. 

In Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 we present our cxpcrimcntat and theoretical results for the magnetization versus 

applied magnetic field for two different tempcraturcs (1.7 K and 4.2 K) and for half-cycle and full-cyclc 

sweeps shown in thc insets of Fig. 7.2(a) and Figs. 7.3(a) and 7.3(b). The two striking fcaturcs of 

the M vs. B data arc hysteresis loops and thc appearance of inagnctization steps (in Fig. 7.2) and 

near-reversals (Fig. 7.3) in the immediate vicinity of B = 0. Thc hystcrcsis loops (all data except in 

the  imnicdiatc vicinity of B = 0) arc rcproduced (solid lines in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3) by numerical solution 

of the following gcncratization[ 101 of thc familiar Bloch equation[4, 91 

with thc relaxation rate 1 / ~  givcn by 

Herc , u ~  is thc Bohr magneton, p dcnotcs the mass density, v thc sound velocity, VAi the charactcr- 

istic niodulatioii of thc spin energy undcr long-wavelength acoustic dcformation, and Me,(T, B(t ) )  is 

the standard two-Icvel equilibrium magnctization for an instantancous field B(t )  and for tempex-aturc 

T, Le., Merl(T, B(t))/M,,, = tanh[gp~B(t)/(2keT)], where M,,, = 2 ( N ~ g p ~ g / 2 ) .  We have derived 

Eq. (7.1) from first principlcs[lO] upon making thc assumption that for these tempcraturcs the phonons 

arc in thermal equilibrium with the cryostat at all expcrimcntal times. The first term of Eq. (7.2) is the 

low-tempcrature rclaxation rate of thc spins due to direct onc-phonon processes, where spin flips arc 

triggered by an acoustic phonon mode meeting the resonance condition for thc instantaneous energy 

separation of the two-ievcl spin system. This term is a gcneralization of thc standard expression for the 
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Figure 7.2 Mcasured magnetization vs magnctic field for T = 1.7 K (a) and 
T = 4.2 K (b), for the three half-cyclc swccps shown in the insct of 
Fig. 7.2(a). The solid red tines arc obtained using Eqs. (7.1) and 
(7.2). Thc timc dcpendeiice of the relaxation rate T-' according 
to Eq. (7.2) for T = 4.2 K is givcn in the inset of Fig. 7.2(b). The 
dottcd line indicates the residual constant & in Eq. (7.2). The 
sudden drop of M to zero at B = 0 is explained in the text in thc 
context of LZS transitions. 
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relaxation rate due to om-phonon proccsscs in a static cxtcrnal field.[4] Both the B(t)3 factor, propor- 

tional to the phonon cncrgy dcnsity, and the statistical Inechanical factor depend on the instantancous 

resonance frcquency, proportional to B(t).  The numerical value of Vsl dcpcnds on the specific details 

of thc spin-phonon coupling (see, for example, discussion for paramagnetic spins in Ref. [4]), which at  

present is unclear. The quantity & in Eq. (7.2) represents additional relaxation processes present and 

it is taken as a fitting parameter. Using thc nieasured value of p = 1.93 g/cin3 and estimating = 3000 

m/s, we obtain excellent agreement with our data for the choices & = 0.2 ms-l for T = 1.7 K and 

Ro = 0.5 ms-l for T = 4.2 K and I/,r/ks = 0.35 K. Despite the smallness of Ro it is important to 

retain this term in order to achieve a good fit to the expcrimcntal data in the low-field regime (below 

4 Tcsla for 1.7 K aiid below 7 Tesla for T = 4.2 K); for higher fields the dominant contribution to 1/7 

comes from the onephonon teiin. We emphasize that the solution of Eq. (7.1) is extremely sensitive 

to the explicit functional form of the first term of Eq. (7.2)): Adopting a diffcrcnt choice of functional 

form one cannot achieve quantitative agreement with the obscrved liyystcrcsis loops, for the whole field 

range and for different choices of field sweeps. Achicving an cxccllcnt fit to our measured data for a 

variety of choices of B(t) thus affirms the basic correctness of thesc kvo  cquations. 

We now discuss the magnetization steps observed for B w 0, and in particular the interval betwcen 

points A aiid B in Figs. 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) (the othcr stcps scen in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 have the same 

physical origin .and will not be discussed separately). In this interval thc cxtcrnal ficld varies approxi- 

mately lincarly with time, with sweep rates of order 1 Tesla/ms. We notc that at point A, 

is somewhat less than unity due to thermal relaxation before enteriiig the fast-rcvcrsal rcgime. Equiva- 

lently, at point A wc are dealing with a statistical mixture of spin-up and spin-down states. The most 

striking feature though is that the magnetization M E ,  at point B, iicarly equals -MA. We find that 

thc time-widths of thc near-reversals is shorter the faster the sweep ratc, and is in thc range 0.5-0.8 Ins. 

Wc proposc that adiabatic LZS transitions are responsible for the magnctizatioii steps observed in ow 

system. The characteristic energy gap A of the LZS 2-lcvc15 modcl is rclatcd to the time-midth d t ~ ~ s  

of thc magnetization step and the field sweep rate T by the relation d t L Z s  = ZA/(g,u8~).[2, 31 Thus, 

the measured time-widths of the steps give, as a first cstimatc for thc zero-field energy gap, A w 0.4 

K. Using the above estimate for A, we are indeed in thc rcgimc of adiabatic LZS transitions, since thc 

transition probability PLZS = 1 - cxp( - 7rA2/(2hgpBr)) M 1,[2, 31 thus implying that MB = -MA. 

Tl ic obscrvcd dcviation of M/Mmaz from exact reversal is about 15% for T = 1.7 K. This discrepancy 

may bc duc to thc role of the heat bath, i.e., the problem of dissipativc LZS transitions (see, for example 

5We anticipate that a similar relation holds for thc gcncral 4-lcvcl LZS problem. 
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Figure 7.3 Measured magnetization vs magnetic field for T = 1.7 K (a) and 
T = 4.2 K (b), for thc full-cycle swccp shown in thc inset of 
Figs. 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) (dotted lines). The sokid lines are obtaincd 
using Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2). Thc iiiscts also show the measured 
magnetization (circles) vs time. The LZS transitions occur in the 
interval between the points A and B. 
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Ref. [ll] and rcfcrcnccs thcrcin); howcvcr, a systematic invcstigation of this issue is in progress. More 

generally, it should bc notcd that, according to the above formula for d t L Z s ,  it is the high sweep ratcs 

uscd in our experiment that ensure that the adiabatic LZS transitions take place ovcr such a short time 

interval as to be clearly distinct from the hysteresis loops of the thermal relaxation rcgimc. 

The origin of LZS transitions in {V,} remains to bc discussed. The relatively large estimated value 

(0.4 K) of the zarc-field energy gap A €or these molecules suggests that its origin cannot be duc to 

dipolu or hyperfine ficlds. In addition, as explained above, tlie lowest energy levels of each independent 

trianglc are doubly degenerate for B = 0 (and not four-fold degenerate as in {V,,As,),[S]) consistent 

with Kramers’ theorem. Hence, for 5 = 0 the ground statc of such a rnolcculc would consist of four 

degenerate states, namely the three symmetric states of the S = 1 triplet and the antisymmetric S = 0 

singlet state. Inter-triangle exchange coupling could lift this dcgencracy and givc rise to avoided level 

crossings, However, since isotropic inter-triangle exchange cannot account for admixing states of total 

spin, we suggest that the avoided level crossings are due to thc anisotropic (symmctric or antisymmetric) 

portion. One scenario is givcn in Fig. 7.1. Thc bchavior of thc dynamical magnetization thus involves 

LZS transitions between (at most) four levels. A detailed thcoreticai trcatrncnt of thcsc transitions will 

be given elsewhere. 

In summary, time-resolvcd magnetization mcaswcmcnts using swccp ratcs of order 1 Tesla/ms show 

hystcresis loops and magnetization steps for B z 0 in the magnetic molecule {VG}. The two effects 

arc clearly distinct because of the relatively high sweep rates used in our cxpcrimcnt. In the absence 

of both an anisotropy energy barrier and the phonon bottleneck effect, the hystercsis cfkcts cxliibited 

by this inolccule occur because the spin relaxation times are of the experimental timc scale. Using 

a gcncralization of the Bloch equation we were able to reproduce our cxpcrimcntal data for T = 1.7 

K and T = 4.2 K for a large variety of field sweeps, and thus identify direct onc-phonon resonant 

transitions among the Zeeman-split doubiet of each triangle as the dominant mcchanism underlying tlie 

hysteresis behavior. The main assumption of our modcl, narncly that thc phonons are in equilibrium 

with the cryostat, should break down for temperatures below 1 K duc to thc phonon bottleneck effect. 

In fact, our preliminary data at T = 0.F K indicatc that thc relaxation rate 1 / ~  deviates from Eq. (7.2). 

A systematic investigation of this issue is in progrcss. Thc stcps of thc magnetization for B = 0 are 

attributcd to adiabatic LZS transitions betwcen lowest magnetic enerm levels impacted by the cxistcncc 

of anisotropic inter-triangle exchange interaction of order 0.4 K. This estimatc is consistent with that 

prcviously suggested by NMR data.[l] A more precise value of A could possibly be determined by 

specific heat mcasurcmcnts,[l2] or by EIcctron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) techniques. The small 
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departures from complete magnetization reversal suggcsts that one cannot entirely ncglcct the role of 

the heat bath. More generally, exploring nanornagnets with pulsed magnetic fields can reveal a variety 

of fascinating dynamical plicnomcna and provide inicroscopic information that otherwise is not readily 

accessible. 

Ames Laboratory is operated for the US. Department of Energy by Iowa State Univcrsity under 

Contract No. W-7405-Eng-82. 
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Abstract 

We extend spin-lattice relaxation thcory to incorporatc thc usc of pulscd magnetic fields for probing 

the hystcrcsis cffccts, rnagnctization stcps (LZS cRcct) and magnetization plateaus exhibited, at low 

temperatures, by the dynamical magnetization of magnetic moieculcs. Thc main assumption made is 

that the lattice degrees of freedom equilibratc in times much shortcr than both the experimental time 

scale (deterrnincd by tlic swcep rate) and thc typical spill-latticc relaxation time. We first consider the 

isotropic case (a magnetic molecule with a ground state of spin S wcll scparated from the excited levels 

and also the general isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian where all encrgy lcvcls arc rclevant) and then 

we include small off-diagonal terms in the spin Hamiltonian to take into account tlic Landau-Zener- 

Stuckelberg (LZS) effect. In the first case, and for an S = 1/2 magnctic niolcculc we arrive at the 

generalized Bloch equation, recently used for thc magnetic molccuh (V,} in Pliys. Rev. Lett. 94, 

147204 (2005).  AT^ analogous equation is derived for the magnetization, at low tcmperatures, of anti- 

ferromagnetic ring systems. Thc LZS effect is discusscd for magnctic molccules with a low spin ground 

state, for which wc arrivc at a vcry coiivcnicnt sct of cquations that take into account thc combincd 

effects of LZS and thermal transitions. In particular, thcsc cquations explain the deviation from cxact 

rnagnctization revcrsal at B = 0 observed in {VG}. They also account for thc small magnetization 

ptatcaus (“magnetic Foehn effect”), foIlowing the LZS steps, that have been obsciwd in several mag- 

netic molecules. Finally, we discuss the role of thc Phonon Bottlencck cffcct at low temperatures and 

spccificdly wc indicate bow this can givc risc to a pronouiiccd Foehn effect. 
lReprinted with permission of Phys. Rev. B 72, 134424 (2005) 
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8.1 Introduction 

The subject of magnctic molcculcs has attracted much attention both for its scientific importance 

for studying fundamental issues in nanoinagnctism as wcll as for potcntiat applications. Within cach 

moIecular unit are embedded a finite number of magnctic ions, couplcd via Bcisenbcrg supcr-cxchangc 

intcractions. Furthermore, the intermolecular magnetic interactions are of dipolar origin and can usually 

be negtected. As a result, incasurements on crystalline samples reflect the magnetic properties of isolated 

individual molcculcs, with its most prominent feature, arising from the finite number of magnetic ions, 

being the appearance of a discrete magnetic cncrgy level spectrum. 

This feature of the spectrum is reflected in the rclaxational bchavior which mainly ariscs from the 

interaction with environmental degrces of frccdom, Le., a “heat bath”, such as phonons: The rclaxation 

times of the dynamical magnetization can becoinc vcry long cvcn at  rnoderatcly high tcmpcratures. 

Specifically, in molecules with a high spin ground statc[lS] (single molecule magnets (SMhl’s)) an 

anisotropy energy barrier is responsibIe for relaxation tirncs as high as lo3 - lo5 SCC, whcrcas in somc 

molecules with a low spin ground state, they are of thc ordcr of lom3 - loo scc for T 5 4 K.[4-91 Thc 

existence of long relaxation times bccomcs manifest through the appearance of dynamical hystcrcsis 

effects when using pulsed magnetic fields, and this is one of thc most exciting phenomcna obscrvcd in 

magnetic molecules. Clearly, the hysteresis bchavior is obscrvablc whcn thc cxpcrimcntal tjmc scalc 7, 

.(determined by the ficld swccp ratc) is in thc rcgime of the spin-lattice retaxation times (or shorter). This 

opportunity is availablc for magnctic molcculcs in conjunction with the current experimental capability 

of using strong magnetic fields with swccp ratcs as high as I Tesla/ms.{G-9] 

Another effect manifcstcd in pulscd ficld mcasurements, is the appearance of abrupt magnetization 

steps at given fields.[l-3, 6-91 These stcps arc quantum-mechanical in origin and revcal thc cxistcncc 

of small, off-diagonal tcrms in thc spin Hamiltonian which in t u n  give rise to avoided level crossings in 

the magnetic energy spectruni and to Landau-Zcncr-Stiickclberg (LZS) [lo, 111 transitions. The origin 

of these interactions may be single-ion anisotropy or anisotropic exchange. Thc charactcristic cnergy 

splitting 5 of the LZS effect varies greatly among rnagnctic molcculcs. For instance, in STvlM’s due to 

the large spin of the ground state, B/ks  can be of ordcr low7 K (as usual, kg stands for Boltzmann’s 

constant), whcrcas in molccules with low spin ground state, typically d / k ~  - 0.1 K.[4, 61 This implies 

that for currcntly available swcep rates one can probe the non-adiabatic regime in SMM’s,[l2] whereas in 

molecules with low spin ground statcs we arc alrcady in thc extreme adiabatic rcgimc. Expcrimcntally, 

and for the molecules with low spin ground statcs, thcrc havc bcen obscrvcd dcviations from the pure 

quantum-mechanical prediction regarding the height of the steps that have been associated with the 
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role of dissipation within the LZS rcgirnc. 

Of particular interest is also anothcr cffcct induced by dynamic ficlds, namely the appearance of small 

ptateaus[4, 8, 91 in M ( t )  following each magnetization stcp, thus giving rise to satellitc pcaks in dM/dB.  

It has been first shown[4] for the low temperature experiments on the magnetic molccule { VIS} that the 

origin of these plateaus is the Phonon Bottlcncck (PB) effect.[4, 5, 13, 141 Numerically solving a quantum 

mastcr equation that had bccn previously derived for static fields, Saito and Miyashita[l5] provided an 

alternativc viewpoint of this cffcct, which they termed “the magnetic Foehn effect”: Tlicy suggcsted 

that this behavior is widcsprcad whether or not one is in thc PB rcgime and that it is a consequence 

(or an “after-effect”) of the LZS transitions. As it turns out (see Sec. 8.4 below), the PI3 effect can give 

risc to an enhancement of the Foehn effect. This has bccn rcccntly observed expcriincntalIy and will be 

reported ehewherc. [E] 
At present, a first-principles account of such relaxational phenomena in magnetic molecules induced 

by dynamical magnctic fields is lacking. Our main goal is to show that onc can generalize the con- 

ventional spin-latticc rclaxation theory in thc context of pulsed fields studies of magnetic moleculcs. 

Thc present work is dcvotcd to (and motivated by) pulscd ficld studies of molcculcs with a low spin 

ground state: The simplicity of these systcms, apart from providing a basis for bcttcr understanding 

the main physical idcas, allows one to directly comparc the predictions of thc gcncralized theory with 

cxpcrimental data. HCIICC, thcsc systems, when subject to pulsed fields, provide a convcnicnt means for 

obtaining information on the various relaxational proccsscs and microscopic intcractions present in all 

nanomagnctic systems. 

Onc such system is thc (S = 1/2) magnetic moleculc {V6},[6, 171 which shows both pronounced 

hystcresis loops as well as nearly complete reversals of thc magnetization at B = 0. Thc hysteresis loops 

have bccn accurately reproduccdjG] using a generalization of thc standard[l3, 18, 191 Bloch equation 

which in turn revealed that the one-phonon acoustic proccss is the dominant rclaxation mechanism 

at low temperatwcs, and in addition provided an cstiinate of the spin-phonon coupling energy. Thc 

first-principles derivation of this equation is provided hcrc within the morc gcncral context of our 

analysis. On thc othcr hand, the abrupt magnctization reversals at B w 0 were interpreted as the 

result of adiabatic LZS transitions originating from thc cxistence of a small (- 0.4 K) intra-molecular, 

anisotropic cxchange. The small dcviation from the pure quantum-mcchanical prediction of complete 

magnctization reversal was attributed to dissipation effccts inside the LZS regime, but no quantitativc 

account was given in Rcf. [tj]. This effect is also analyzcd in the present work. 

Anothcr class of molecules with low spin ground state where the gcncralized theory can bc casily 
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applied is that of the antiferromagnetic (AFM) ring systems at  low T.  These are magnctic molecules 

comprising an cvcn number of uniformly spaced metal ions arrangcd as a pianar ring (sce for example 

Rcfs. [20-24]). The AFM cxchange interactions givc rise, to a non-magnetic S = 0 ground state, a 

first cxcited S = 1 triplct state, etc. In addition to their hysteretic behavior, these systems can show 

several magnetization steps and sometimes thc smalt magnetization platcaus mentioned above.[8, 91 As 

we show below, the present work accounts for these dynamical effccts in a general way. 

The organization of this chaptcr i s  the following. In SCC. 8.2 wc develop the spin-lattice relaxation 

theory in pulsed fields for magnctic molecules with a spin S ground state that is wcll separatcd from 

the excited levels. Wc arrive at  a generalization of the standard master cquations and show how these 

lcad to the generalized Bloch equation for the casc of S = 1/2 mentioned abovc. In Sec. 8.3 wc cxtcnd 

this theory to includc thc general isotropic Heiscnbcrg Hamiltonian whcrc all energy levels arc relevant. 

We apply this to AFM rings at low T and for fields around the first level-crossing field value, where 

they behave as two-lcvcl systems. We provide thc treatment of dissipativc LZS transitions in SCC. 8.4. 

This is done for thc case of a level anti-crossing between two levels with different magnetic quantum 

numbcrs. We apply thc rcsulting theory to thc spin l /2  case and that of AFM rings at  low T ,  and 

dcmonstrate how this thcory accounts for the dcviation from the quantum-mechanical prcdiction for 

the magnetization atcps as well as the formation of the plateaus mcntioncd above (Foehn cffcct). In 

this way, in particular, wc provide an explanation for the deviation from exact magnetization rcvcrsal 

obscrvcd in {VS}.[S] We also indicate the role of thc PB effect at low T, and spccifically how it can give 

rise to a pronounced Foehn effcct. Finally, in Sec. 8.5, wc provide a brief discussion and summary of 

the prcscnt work. 

8.2 Master equations for spin S 

We first considcr a mapietic inoleculc with a ground state of dcfinite total spin S, wcll separated 

froin the excited levcls.2 Wc assume that thc temperature is low enough and the field regimc covered is 

well below the Iowcst lcvcl-crossing field, so that we only need to considcr the ground s tab  spin S level. 

We focus on thc isotropic case i.e., we do not consider non-diagonal terms in thc spin Ramittonian. 

We employ the standard[25-27] mcthod of treating both thc spin and the bath dcgrces of fkeedom 

quantum-mechanically. Thc Hamiltonian of the combincd system (spin S + heat bath) is writtcn as 

H ( t )  = H.y(t) + H B  + v , (8.1) 
'Thc samc theory can be applied to indcpondent paramagnctic ions with tota1 spin S (scc for example Ref. [29]). 
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where H,(t) = fi7B{t)Sz hf( t )Sz  corresponds to the Zeeman energy, H, is the bath Hamiltonian, 

and V is the spin-bath coupling. As usual, y = g,uB/fi denotes thc elcctronic gyromagnetic ratio. In 

our notation, f(t) = yB( t )  has units of frequency and thc spin operators are taken to be dimensionless. 

Typical sweep forms are shown in figures below; thc cxpcrimental sweep time re can be as short as 1 

ms. 

For our purposcs it is unnecessary to specify the detailed form of the interaction V, howcvcr, it can 

always be writtcn in thc general form 

V = h x A , @ R , ,  (8.2) 
9 

where A, (R,) are hermitian operators of the spin (bath) system. This coupling may, for cxample, 

originatc from the modulation of the exchange coupling tcrrns (between the individual magnctic ions 

of thc molecule) or the modulation of the interaction of each individual ion with its local environment 

(e .g .  thc crystal fieEd) which dynamically affects the spin dcgrces of freedom through thc spin-orbit 

coupling.[l4, 28, 301 In both cases, the modulation originates from lattice deformations, i.c., phonons. 

The terms bath and environmental degrees of freedom will bc understood to mean phonons. 

Thc cquation of motion for the density matrix ptot(t) of thc combined system follows the von 

Neumann cquation[25-27j 

where wc havc dcfined 

formation about the spin system is containcd in thc so-called reduced density matrix p ( t )  E %b ( p t o t ( t ) ) ,  

since for example 

< sz >= n 3 3 6 ( P t o t ( t ) S z }  = ~ . ~ { p ( t ) S z }  1 (8.7) 

where lk8 (Trb), denotes thc partial trace over the spin (bath) degrccs of freedom. Thus we are mainly 

interested in finding an cquation of motion for p(t). We first make thc assumption that the spin-bath 
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coupling is sufficiently weak so that the Born approximation can be used. Furthermore, we consider 

tcrnperatures high enough (T > 1 K) so that the numbcr of available phonon modes per spin is very 

large and as a rcsult the phonons equilibrate independentzy from the spins. Given this considcration 

and the expectation that the phonon relaxation times Tb (typically ?-b < sec) are much shortcr than 

both the experimental time scalc and the spin-lattice relaxation time r,, the density matrix of the 

combined system (spin systcm + bath) can be factored as &(t)  = F( t )  @ p ~ ,  whcre p~ = e-PHB/ZB 

dcscribes the stationary state of the heat bath at tcmpcraturc T. Here 2, denotes the bath partition 

function, and ft l / ( k ~ T ) .  The above factorization of the total density matrix is expected to break 

down at  sufficientIy low temperaturcs (typically T < 1 K) where one expects the phonon bottleneck 

(PB) effect[4, 13, 141 to take place. Employing the above approximations, one arrives at thc following 

integro-diffcrential equation of motion for P,[25-27] 

Wc denote the adiabatic eigcnvalues of H,(t) by E b f ( t )  = h f ( t ) M ,  where M = -S, . . . S. The adiabatic 

excitation frequencies of H,(t) arc of thc form +(t) = f(t)p, wlmc p = -25,. . . ,2S. Now, for a given 

operator A,  of the spin systcm it is veiy convenient to construct the so-callcd cigeiioperator Aa,+ 

corrcsponding to a given excitation frequency w p ( t )  as 

(A,),wwIM >< M'I b,vr-,vr+ , 
M,M'  

whcre Sij denotes thc Kroncckcr delta symbol. Thcsc operators obey the equation 

(8.10) 

where the sum extcnds ova  all possible intcgcrs p. Thc reasoii for introducing the eigenoperators 

is that they takc a very simple form in our interaction picture, namely 

Wc note in particular that for a static external field BO, wc have F ( t )  = wot,  whcre wo = 7Bo and the 

phase factor in Eq. (8.11) becomes the familiar form cxp(-iwot).  In thc prcsent case, Eq. (8.8) along 

with Eqs. (8.6), (8.10) and (8.11) and the variable change 71 + t - u, givc 

(8.12) 
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where the quantities in angular brackets 

are equilibrium time correlation functions of the bath, and the symbol 1t.c. denotes hermitian conjugate. 

As mentioned already, Tb << T ~ , T = .  This allows one to perform the following simplifications. First, we 

may extend the uppcr limit of integration in Eq. (8.12) to infinity. Second, the variation of F(t - u)  in 

thc timc scalc of Tb is extremely small (sincc T~ >> Tb), so it is justificd to perform the usual Markov 

approximation,[25-27] namcly we replacc F(t  - u)  by F(t) .  Similarly, thc variation of F ( t  - u) in thc 

time scalc of Tf, is also small. Therefore we may approximatc F(t - u) by 

F ( t  - .) = F ( t )  - u. P(t) = F ( t )  - U f ( t )  ~ (8.14) 

i.e., by a Taylor expansion through first order in u. The neglect of higher order terms is valid since 

a2j(t) << uf ( t ) ,  is equivalent to 76  << T, (with ~b taken as the maxiinmi vaEue of u, and T, as a 

typical value of f/f). Substituting Eq. (8.14) into Eq. (8.12), we obtain 

&) = ciF(*)(il’+Jt)rqqJ ( w ~ t ) )  x ( ~ ~ , , ~ p ( t ) ~ ~ , + ,  - ~ ~ , { ~ , ~ ~ , , , ‘ p ( t ) )  + h.c. , (8.15) 
W‘ZP,,‘ 

whcrc wc dcfinc thc bath correlation functions, cvaluatcd at the timc-dcpcndciit frcqucncy w,, (t), as 

(8.16) 

Wc emphasizc that thc ‘adiabatic’ w,(t) factor in Eq. (8.16) originates kom the second term in thc 

Taylor cxpansion of F(t-uL) and it has important implications in what follows. In particular, since w p ( t )  

is proportional to the instantancous ficld B(t),  it will lead to an equation of motion with relaxation 

ratcs that depend cxplicitly on B(t). 

Wc h-thcr adopt thc sscalled rotating wavc approximation (RWA):[25-27] Thc rclativc rate of 

changc of a typical phasc factor of Eq. (&E), with p + p‘ # 0 is proportional to yB( t )  which is of ordcr 

10l1 s-’ (for 3 - 1 Tcsla). This implies that such non-sccular tcrms “oscillatc” vcry rapidly during the 

cxpcrirnental timc scalc, and thus do not apprcciably contributc to the dynamics in Eq. (8.15).3 Thus, 

by retaining only the terms with ,d = - p ,  we may rcplacc Eq. (8.15) by 

3This holds true as long as B(t )  remains nonzero; in the level-crossing regime, B(1) x 0, the RWA is not strictly valid. 
However, the time interval dt over which the non-secular terms cannot be neglected is extremely small compared to thc 
experimental time scale: For T~ - 1 ms one gcts 6t - lows ms and therefore, given the much slower relaxation rates T*, 

the inclusion of these terms docs not changc anything in such a small time interval. Hence, the RWA can be safely uscd 
for all fields, even thc levcl-crossing rcgimc. 
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This is our generalized master cquation in thc wcak coupling and RWA limit and for slowly changing 

(compared to q,) external ficlds. 

Bcforc wc discuss the major consequences of this generalized master equation, wc go om stcp furthcr 

and derive the equations of motion for the populations pfirfii of the various s t a b  IM >. Wsing the 

(8.18) 

and thc rclation pll.rfi1 = p k ~ f i ~ ,  one finds that the populations decouple from the non-diagonal tcrms 

and cvolvc according to the following generalization of the standard Pauli master equation 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

An important propcrty of thc transition ratcs is the detailed balance condition that ariscs from thc 

following quantum propcrty[25-27] of the (stationary) bath correlation functions appearing in Eq. (8.21) 

Thc dctailcd balance condition follows straightforwardly from Eq. (8.20) along with Eq. (8.22) 

We have now arrived at thc main results of th is  Scction. A comparison with the standard relaxation 

theory (for static fields) shows clearly the physics undcrlying thc generalization made here: Equation 

(8.20) involves transition ratcs that dcpcnd on thc adiabatic energy excitations of the spin systcrn, 

which in turn are proportional to B ( t ) .  All information about specific details of relaxation rncchanisins 

is containcd in thc bath corrclation functions as well as the matrix elements (Aq)Mfij> (SCC Eq. (8.20)). 

Reviewing our derivation, the key assumption made is that thc bath dcgrecs of freedom equilibrate 

independently from the spins in times Tb << T,, T ~ .  The basis of this assumption is that the number of 

available environmcntal modcs pcr spin is so large that the bath can be considered to be a large rcscrvoir, 

hcncc allowing the neglcct of any feedback froin the spin dynamics. This allowcd the decomposition 
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ptot(t) = p( t )  @ p ~  and also the Taylor expansion (particularly the second tcrm) in Eq. (8.14). Despite 

the intuitive appeal of this assumption, it must be checked by comparing thc prcdictions of the resulting 

theory with cxpcrimcntaf data. 

A airnplc, rcalistic systcm where thc prcscnt theory is casily applicable and is in fact in excellent 

agreement with experimental data (for T > 1.5 K)  is the magnetic molecule (V,},[S] rncntioned in 

the Introduction. It is straightforward to show that the generalized Bloch equation used in Ref. [6], 

to reproduce the experimental data for this S = 1/2 system follows immcdiatcly from the present 

theoretical frarncwork: For S = 1/2, thc equation of motion (Eq. (8.19)) €or the populations of the 

spin-up (I+ >) and spin-down ( 1 -  >) states reads 

(8.24) 

On using the normalization condition p++ + p-- = 1, and the detailed balancc condition W+- = 

exp(/3liSt)W-+ (here s1= $3) one finds that the magnetic moment pcr spin, M -hr < S, >, follows 

the equation 
1 

M ( t )  = (W,(T, Wt)) - M(.t))  1 (8.25) 

whcrc &Ieq = ( F q / Z )  tanh ( f i T i / 2 )  and and 1/r, = W-+ (1 + exp(pT&)). This is the generalizcd 31ocii 

equation that was uscd in Ref. [6]. Its physical interpretation is that M ( t )  relaxes towards thc instan- 

taneous equilibrium valuc M,,(T, B(t ) )  with a rclaxation rate that depends explicitly on B(t).  

T S ( T ,  B(t)) 

In principlc onc can invcrt Eq. (8.25) and cxtract I/.. in tcrms of M ( t )  and $f( t )  obtaincd by 

cxpcrimcnt and thc adiabatic equilibrium magnctization Meq(T, B[t))  . Alternatively, one can directly 

compare thc cxpcrimcntal data mith anumcrical solution of Eq. (8.25) by choosing a physically appropri- 

ate functional form of ~ / T ~ ( T ' ,  B(t))  and adjusting the free parameters. Due to the explicit dcpcndcncc 

of 1 / ~ .  and Me, on B(t )  onc can obtain information on the underlying specific relaxation mechanism(s) 

by using diffcrcnt SWCCP forms B(t). Along thesc lines, it was confirmed in Ref. [6] that for thc magnctic 

molccute {VG} and for 1 < T < 5 K, the dominant contribution to I/T* is thc onc-phonon processes 

tcrm l/rz given by 

1/~:  = AQ(t)3 coth (PliSt(t) /2) , (8.26) 

with A = 3V~,/(2nhpv5), where w denotes the sound velocity, p the mass dcnsity, and V,, the char- 

acteristic energy modulation of thc givcn spin-phonon coupling mechanism.[l3, 141 Apart from thc 

establishment of the dominant relaxation mechanism at 1 < T < 5 K, a first estimatc of V,L (- 0.35 K) 

was obtained. More generally, the excellent agreement of this theory with cxpcrimcntal data signifies 
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that our starting assumptions are valid for 

that the phonons remain in equilibrium at 

{V,} for T > 1 K. Howcvcr, our main assumption, namely 

all experimental times, can be expected to break down at 

lower T since the number of availablc rcsonant phonons per molecule rapidly decrcascs on cooling, and 

the phonon bottleneck (PB) cffcct[4, 13, 141 takes place. In fact, preliminary dataI3lj for (V,) at 

T = 0.G K shows a significant deviation from the theory suggesting thc onset of the PB effect. 

Wc remark that the theory of this Section, which is bascd on the Hamiltonian of Eq. (%I), cannot 

account for the magnetization steps observed in {V,) at thc level-crossing regime B FZ 0. These, 

however, can in fact be explained in terms of adiabatic LZS transitions. The necessary cxtcnsion of our 

theory is given in SCC. 8.4. 

8.3 Master equations for the general isotropic Heisenberg model 

Here we extend thc prcvious analysis and discuss the general isotropic Hciscnberg model whcrc d l  

the encrgy lcvcls arc rclevant. The analysis is parallel to thc abovc and straightfoiward, and thus only 

the main new points arc cmphasizcd. 

The Hamiltonian of thc combined system (magnetic molecule + hcat bath) is again given by Eq. (8.1) 

where now Hs ( t )  cxplicitty includes the Beisenberg exchange Hamiltonian 

(8.27) 

and where J,j denotes the exchange constants between the spins at sites i and j .  Thc cigenstates In > 
of H, arc of the form [n >= Iv S M >, whcre v corresponds to additional quantum nunibcrs. Since Ho 

and S, commute one can define thc interaction picture by 

jj =: e i ( H o t / f i + F ( t ) S = )  e - i ( W o f / l i + F ( f ) S = )  (8.28) 

In addition, the adiabatic energy eigenvalues haw thc form en(t) = con + h f ( t ) M ,  whcre the first 

tcrm corresponds to the zero-field spcctrurn of thc cxchange Hamiltonian (Eq. (8.27)) and the second 

tcrm to the Zeeman splitting energy. Hcncc, thc adiabatic excitation frequencies arc of the form 

w(t )  = wo + f ( t ) p ,  wlierc Iiwo -eon and p = M' - M .  Thus, any givcn excitation frequency w ( t )  

can be characterizcd cornplctcly by wo and p. As before, we introducc a set of cigenoperator A,(wo, p) 

given by 

(8.29) 

(8.30) 
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Employing thc same stcps as in SCC. 8.2, onc arrives at thc master equation 

Then, using the matfix clcmcnts 

one obtains the gcncralizcd Pauli cquations as before 

(8.31) 

(8.32) 

(8.33) 

where Wnnt are given by 

wnnz = C ~ ~ q ’ ( ~ * n r ( t ) ) ( A g ) n n ’ ( A i , l ) r r l n  , (8.34) 

with yqq,(u) as in Eq. (8.21). According to thc abovc analysis, thc dynamics of the reduced density 

matrix has the same major featurcs as in thc case of SCC. 8.2, but now with the appropriate and 

reasonable modification for the excitation frequencies. 

44‘ 

As discussed in the Introduction, a class of rnagnctic inoleculcs whcrc thc above analysis can be 

easily applicd is that of AFM rings at low T and for fields in the vicinity of a given lcvcl crossing value, 

Spccifically, we will assume T << A o / k ~ ,  where A, denotes the first, zero-field excitation energy and 

considcr fields in the vicinity of the first level-crossing field (B, = Ao/Fiy) only, whcrc thc singlct 10,O > 

intcrsccts the M = -1 (or 11, -1 >) level of the S = 1 triplet state (see Fig. 8.1(c)); a simihr analysis 

can bc employed for fields in the vicinity of higher level crossings. For these tcmpcraturcs and fields, the 

AFM rings behave as a two-level system. Hence, we are dcaling with a situation that is very similar to 

thc spin 1/2 case, discussed in Sec. 8.2. In fact, one can arrive at the same generalizcd Bloch equation 

for M(t )  (Eq. (8.25)), where now Me, = hy sech(pA(t)/Z), and A(t)  A0 - h-yB(t). Similarly, 1 / ~ ~  

will dcpcnd explicitly on A(t). For instance, the contribution l /~: of thc one-phonon processes to the 

r eha t ion  rate is given by Eq. (8.2G) with n(t) rcplaccd by A(t)/h. 

SimiIarly with thc approach followed in Ref. [6] for {VG}, finding the physically appropriate func- 

tional form for can bc facilitated by comparing the theoretical predictions with expcrimcntal 

data for a variety of field sweeps. We illustrate this idea in Fig. 8.l(a) by showing typical hysteresis 

loops obtained by numerically solving Eq. (8.25) using two different, commonly used sweeps shown in 

Fig. 8.l(b). The relaxation is assumed to bc drivcn by onophonon processes plus a small residual tcrrn. 
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Figure 8.1 Hysteretic behavior of AFM ring systems at low T and for two 
commonly uscd swccp forms B(t)  shown in Fig. 8.l(b). The loops 
are obtained by a numerical solution of Eq. (8.25), with Me, given 
in the text and 1 / ~ ~  takcn as thc sum of the one-phonon term plus a 
small residual contribution. All the parameters uscd arc arbitrary. 
The equilibrium magnetization is dcnotcd by the dashed line. The 
low-energy diagram and the true level crossing bctwccn the two 
relevant states 10,O > and [I ,  -1. > is shown in Fig. 8.l(c). 

Since we have assumcd an isotropic Hamiltonian and therefore a true level-crossing at B B,, nothing 

excitiiig happens in that regime. Instcad, our choicc for l / ~ ~  gives rise to a plateau for B w 3, since in 

that regime thc onc-phonon tcrm vanishes aud the relaxation is driven only by thc small rcsidual term. 

This is qualitativcly different from observations in AFM ring systems such as thc dimer {Fez},[8] and 

dodecmuclcar {Fc12},[9] which show a step-like behavior of M ( t )  and consequcntly peaks in clM(t)/dB 

at thc lcvci crossing fields. In addition, in some cases, thc major pcaks are accompanied with small 

satellite peaks; a small plateau in M ( t )  is forrncd aftcr each step (Foehn effect). As wc show in the 

following Section, both of these fcatures, namcly the magnetization steps and platcaus can bc cxplained 

by extcnding our theory to include sinell off-diagonal terms in the spin Hamiltonian. 
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8.4 Dissipative LZS model in the adiabatic regime 

We now include smail off-diagonal terms in the spin Hamiltonian in order to takc into account thc 

combined effcct of LZS and thermal transitions. Wc will. consider thc adiabatic regime: As mentioned in 

the Introduction, this is indccd thc relcvant rcgimc for a large class of molccules with low spin ground 

state, where the energy splittiiigs are typically of order d/kB - 0.1 K. In particular, the magnetic 

molecules {VS}[S] and { V15}[4] as well as the AFM rings fall in this category. Sincc thc cffcct of thc 

small non-diagonal terms becomes manifest onky in the immediate vicinity of the intcrscction of two4 

energy levels, we are able t o  construct the following quite adequate theory. 

8.4.1 General theory 

We consider two energy eigenstates of the isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian (denoted as Iml > and 

Im2 >) with total spins Si and S 2  and magnetic quantum numbers rnl and rn2? respcctively, which arc 

coupled by a small off-diagonal (anisotropic) term. This term gives rise to an avaidcd lcvcl crossing 

betwecn the two energy levels with a small energy gap denoted by 6.  For fields in the immediatc vicinity 

of this level anti-crossing, one can write the Hamiltonian in the basis of Iml > and Irnz >, i.c., 

(8,35) 

where EO denotes the zero-field energy difference between the two states for 6 = 0. Without loss of 

gcncrality, we assume that m2 > ml, with  ED,^ being real and positive. In the absence of the off- 

diagonal term (i.e., 6 = 0) the two levels cross at the moment when f = fc = Eo/ti(mz - ml). Wc 

dcnotc thc adiabatic cncrgy levels of HS( t )  by ~ * ( t )  and thc corrcsponding eigenstates by ] ~ ; t  >, i.c., 

H*( t ) l~* ; t  >= ~ * ( t ) i ~ * ; t  >. In the basis of Iml > and Im2 >, they can be expressed in the convcnicnt 

parametric form 

n [ (h /h)2  + (m1 - m2)2(f - fc)2]1’? 

“For {VG}, as explained in Rcf. [GI, the number of intersecting energy levels at B z 0 is four. 

(8.36) 

(8.37) 
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The tiincdcpcndciit parameter 8 is given by 

(8.38) 

and cxtcnds from 0 to T as f goes from -m to +co. In particular, 8 = ~ / 2  when f is io thc immediate 

vicinity of fc. 

As in Sccs. 8.2 and 8.3, we switch to  the interaction picture 

F =  u,tpus , (8.39) 

where Us(t)  is the cvolution operator for the spin Hamiltonian H,(t) alonc, which obeys ifiU, = Hs(t)Us.  

Contrary to thc prcvious isotropic cases, it is clear that due to thc presence of two non-commuting tcnFs 

in Ha(t) the Torm of Us( t )  cannot be written in a closed analytical form.5 Thus, an analysis parallel 

to that of thc prcvious sections cannot be readily employed. Ncvcrtheless, it is possible to circumvent 

this difficulty by exploiting the fact that we are in thc adiabatic regime. According t o  thc adiabatic 

thcorcm one has 

U,(t)ta;-m >= e - zd~( t ) Ia ; t  >, (8.40) 

where the phases &(t) arc given by &(t)  = s:, ~ ~ ( t ' ) d t ' / h .  As wc mciitioiied before, adiabziticity 

holds even insidc thc LZS regime. 

We now express the spin opcrators A, appearing in the spin-phonon intcraction term V (Eq. (8.2)), 

in the adiabatic basis as 

A, = C A y ( t ) l a ; t  >< p; tl, (8.41) 
a,P 

whcrc A,"P(t) E< a;t lA, lp; t  >. In tlic intcractioii picture these take the form 

;i,(t) = C A ~ ~ ( t ) e i ( ~ " ( t ) - ~ ~ ( t ) ) l C Y ;  -m >< p. 1 - 4 .  (8.42) 

Foltowing thc prcvious steps, it is straightfozward to dcrivc an cxprcssioii similar to Eq. (&.12), where 

one encounters typical matrix elements such as A:P(t - u)  and phasc factors of the form e'$-('-"). The 

next step is to approximate A:@(t - u)  = A:P(t), and also to makc a Taylor expansion of thc phases in 

first order in u, as before, Le., 

a,P 

- 4 = &(t) - u E,(t)lh. (8.43) 

It is thcn possible to obtain the following set of Pauli masstcr cquations by introducing thc rcprcsentation 

&(t) E< c y ;  -mlF(t)lp; -co >, and thcn performing the RWA, 

- 
Paa = wPa(t)Fm - WLYdWaLY, (8.44) 

5Cornpactly written, Us( t )  = Te-iILfm dL'H'tt ') ,  whcrc T denotes the chronological operator. 



where the transition rates WaO are now given by 

Wadt)  = A;WA::( t )7 , ,~  ( W a d t ) ) l  (8.45) 

and yqq,(w) as in Eq. (8.21). We now comparc this cxprcssion €or the transition rates with the corm 

sponding ones found previously. Thc ncw ingredient hcrc is thc extra time dependence of the transition 

PI' 

rates carricd by thc matrix elements A;P(t). Clearly this results from the explicit time dcpcndence 

of thc adiabatic cnergy states. Physically this means, for example, that longitudinal fluctuating fields 

(containcd in V )  can become effective in inducing transitions between thc two Icvcls inside the LZS 

rcgime bccause of the admixing of the two states. This introduccs an additional complication when one 

attempts to quantitatively account for magnetization data insidc the LZS regime. 

It turns out that one can obtain a simplified Bloch typc of cquation for the quantity n(t) F---p++l 
in terms of which the magnetization can bc simply cxprcsscd. Using the above master equations and 

thc normalization condition &- + F++ = 1, one arrives at thc followiiig cquation for n(t) 

(8.48) 

where nCg = ta1h(flhf2/2), 1 / ~ .  = W-+ (1 + eofin). In ordcr to cxpress < S, >= Tr{pS,} in tcrms of 

n(t) one notes that 

(8.47) 

Now, for thc longitudinal magnetization one can safely repeat thc RWA by ncglccting the terms with 

cr + p. Then < S, >= &-SF- + F++S?f, or for the magnetization A [ ,  

(8.48) 

Equations (8.46) and (8.48) are of central importancc for dcscribiiig the combined effects of LZS and 

thermal transitioim6 According to Eq. (8.48), thc magnetization is given in terms of two distinct 

quantities, namely thc ratio (f - f,)/n and n(t). Interestingly, the factor (f - f,)/n, carries the 

physics of the purely quantum LZS cffcct, sincc it changes sign inside the LZS regime as cxpcctcd in the 

adiabatic rcgimc of thc LZS transitions. On the other hand, the quantity n(t) contains all information 

about thcrmal transitions and dissipation since its dynamics is determincd by thc spin-bath coupling 

according to Eq, (8.46). 

% is noted that the analysis of Rcf. {15], which is based on a quantum master cquation prcviously developed for 
static fields, providcs an altcrnativc sot of phenomenological equations, to be contrastd to Eqs. (8.46) and (8.48) that 
we derived from first-principles. 
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Figure 8.2 Hysteresis and LZS cffcct at B 0 for the case of an S=1/2 mag- 
nctic molecule, as obtained by solving numerically our equations 
(see text) €or thc full-cycle sweep shown in Fig. 8.2(b). Thc shaded 
arca indicates the LZS regimc. Thc cquilibrium magnetization is 
denoted by thc dalicd line. Note the deviation from the exact 
magnetization reversal at B w 0 as described in the text, and thc 
formation of thc small plateau after the step. B' dcnotes the field 
at which M crosses Meq, as discusscd in the text. The low-energy 
diagram and the level anti-crossing bctwccn thc two levels I - 1/2 > 
and 1+1/2 > is shown in Fig. 8.2(c). The small circles in Figs. 8.2(b) 
and 8.2(c) indicate thc LZS regimes, where the magnctizatioii steps 
take place. 
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8.4.2 Qualitative analysis 

Wc will now give a qualitativc analysis of the predictions of this theory by examining the genera1 

structure of Eqs. (8.46) and (8.48). We will also dcrnonstrate the main ideas by providing numerical 

solutions for typical cxamples, namely the S = 1/2 case and that of AFM rings at low T.  These are 

shown in Figs. 8.2, 8.4 and in Fig. 8.3, rcspcctively. For these sohtions, wc have assumed that l/rS is 

thc sum of the one-phonon process contribution plus a small rcsidual term to account for the relaxation 

inside the LZS regime. The paramcters chosen are somewhat arbitrary; the exact shapc of the M vs B 

curves is determined by thc actual parameters of a given systcm (magnitude of 6, spin-phonon coupling 

tcrms, etc). As explained bclow, Eqs. (8.46) and (8.48) account niccly for ail the dynamical effects shown 

in pulsed field measurcmcnts, namely hysteresis loops (alrcady discussed in Sccs. 8.2 and 8.3) outsidc 

the LZS regime, thc thermal deviation of thc LZS stcps from the pure quantum-mechanical prediction 

(see in particular Figs. 8.2 and 8.3), as well as the formation of magnetization plateaus (Foehn effect) 

immediately aftcr cxiting the LZS regime (see Figs. 8.2 and 8.3, but mostly Fig. 8.4). hrthermorc, we 

will discuss how thc PI3 effect, which takes placc at vcry low T, can give risc to an enhancemcnt of the 

Foehn effect. 

8.4.2.1 Hysteresis loops 

Wc bcgin by noting that for eithcr 6 = 0 or for fields outside the EZS regime one has (f - f,)/fl cc 

sp( f  - fc) and therefore the only time depcndcncc of M stems from thc quantity n(t). In addition, 

all matrix clcmcnts A;@ appearing in Eq. (8.45) become time-independent. Then, by taking the time 

derivative of Eq. ( U S ) ,  one recovers the results for thc isotropic case, and in particular the gencralizcd 

Bloch equation, Eq. (8.25), derived beforc for thc case of S = 1/2 and that of the AFM rings at  low 

2'. Thus, as cxpected, one can neglcct the LZS effect for fields outsidc the immediate vicinity of level 

crossings. This justifies the use of Eq. (8.25) in Rcf. [6], for fields away from B M 0. Typical hysteresis 

' loops for fields outside the LZS rcgimc arc shown in Figs. 8.2(a) and 8.3(a) for the S = 1/2 case and 

that of AFM rings at  low T ,  rcspcctivcly. One should note that although the magnctization obeys thc 

samc gcncralized Bloch equation (Eq. (8.25)) for either 6 = 0 or for d # 0 but for fields outside the LZS 

rcgime, the solution is drastically different for thesc two cascs (compare for example Figs. 8.1 and 8.3, 

for the casc of AFM rings). This is becausc, whcn 6 # 0, the occurrencc of an LZS step introduces a 

different (as compared to the 6 = 0 casc) initial condition immediately after exiting the LZS rcgime. A 

dircct consequence of this is the Foehn effect discussed below. 
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8.4.2.2 Thermal corrections to the LZS step 

A deviation froin the exact quantum-mechanical prediction regarding the magnetization step at 

f = fc, is expected to arisc from thermal transitions inside the LZS regime. This can be seen as follows. 

Assuming that one crosses fc from below, and denoting by Mi, and Mout the magnetization when 

entering and whcn exiting the LZS regime, respectively, (similarly for nin and nout), we can obtain 

from Eq. (8.4s) 

Mi, + Mout = - h [ ( m 1 +  mz) - (m2 - m1)26nLzs/zl , (8.49) 

wherc bnr;zs = nOut - nin, dcnotcs the overall change of n(t) inside the LZS rcgimc, as obtained 

using Eq. (8.46). This quantity is negative, i.e., nout < nin (this can be easily sccn by plotting neq 

vs f and solving Eq. (8.46) graphically, i s . ,  without specifying the form of I / T ~ ) .  The first tcrm of 

Eq. (8.49) gives thc quantum-mechanical prediction in the adiabatic regime, siocc in the absence of 

thcrmal transitions inside the LZS regime (ix., .it(t) = 0) the second term vanishes. To be more spccific, 

for the spin S = 1/2 case (mz = --ml = 1/2, and Eo = O ) ,  Eq. (8.49) givcs 

One then obtains the expected magnetization rcversal (Mout = -Mzn) in the absence of thcrmal 

effects ( d n ~ z s  = 0). Thus, the second tcrm of Eq. (8.49) (or that of Eq. (8.50)) gives the thcrmal 

correction; its magnitude clearly depends on the competition between two time scales, narncly T~ and 

thc time d t ~ ~ s  spcnt inside the LZS regime, givcn by dtr;~s = 26/(fiyr), which is  controlled by the 

sweep rate T .  Hcnce, for a given T, the thcrmal correction becomes largcr with decreasing swcep 

rates.? Furthcrmorc, since l/i-* is expected to increase with increasing T tbc thermal effects arc more 

pronounced at highcr T ,  as indeed observed for (VS}.[~] Of course, at high cnougli T, the LZS cffcct 

is completely mmkcd by the therma1 transitions and the step disappears. More generally, it should be 

noted that it is + Mollt, rather than il/lout - Mi, (hcight of the step), that is of more direct rclcvance 

in experimentally determining the extent of thc thermal effects. The numcrical solution for thc S =. 1/2 

case shown in Fig. 8.2(a) demonstratcs thc deviation from exact inagnctization reversal at  B 0, as a 

result of thcmal transitions inside thc LZS regime. This is consistcnt with the experimental data for 

7This behavior should bo contrasted with the swcep rate dcpcndence of the magnetization steps for the pure quantum- 
mcchanical LZS rnodcl but in the non-adiabatic regimc, which is the relevant case for SMM's. According to the well 
known formula PLZS = 1 - exp[-xS2/(2hz2yr)] for thc transition probability P L Z S ,  whcn lowering T one incrcasw PLZS 
i.c., reduces the cffcct of non-adiabatic transitions, thus giving rise to a larger height of the magnetization step. 
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Figure 8.3 Hystcrcsis and LZS effect at B = Bc for AFM ring systcms at  
low T and for fields around thc first Icvcl-crossing value B,, as 
obtaincd by solving numerically our equations (see text) for the 
half-cycle sweep shown in Fig. 8.3(b). The shaded area indicates 
thc LZS rcgimc. The equilibrium magnetization is denotcd by the 
dotted line. Note the deviation from thc purc quantum mechanical 
prediction regarding thc step (sce text) and the formation of small 
plateaus after each step. B" denotcs the fields at  which M crosses 
Meq, as discusscd in the tcxt. The tow-energy diagram and the 
level anti-crossing between thc Ievcls 10,O > aiid 11, -1 > is shorn 
in Fig. 8.3(c). The sinal1 circles in Figs. 8.3(b) and 8.3(c) indicate 
the LZS regimes, whcrc thc magnctization steps take place. This 
typical behavior of M ( t )  in the casc of 6 # 0 should be contrasted 
with that of d = 0 shown in Fig. 8.1. 
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8.4.2.3 The magnetic Foehn effect 

Another effect which is also of particular interest is the “magnetic Foehn cffcct” [I51 mcntioncd 

in the Introduction, which conccrns thc formation of platcaus shortly aftcr exiting the LZS regime. 

Although thcsc platcaus occur outside thc LZS rcgimc, thcy are a dircct consequence of the LZS effect, 

as can easily be explained by considering the particular example shown in Fig. 8.4 (the analysis for the 

other cases shown in Figs. 8.2(a) and 8.3(a) is analogous). Immediately aftcr csiting thc LZS regime, 

Mout > Meq in contrast to the typical hysteretic behavior where M lags behind &Ieq. Then, outside the 

LZS regime where, as explained abovc, M tends towards Meq, M will dccrease even though the field 

is swept towards larger values. This drop of M eventually stops at a ficld B’, at the moment when 

M equals &Ieq. Thus, E’ corrcsponds to a local minimum in M(since then M = 0). Generally, this 

minimum will bc obscrvablc if T ~ ,  in that rcgimc, is much shortcr than the sweep time re. If this is not 

the casc, a broad plateau around B’ is formed instcad. In fact, this sccms (scc below) to be the typical 

behavior in all cxpcrirncntal data rcportcd so iar. This bchavior is shown in Fig. 8.4(a), where for a 

k c d  T and with incrcasing swccp ratc r ,  the niinimum broadens with B’ departing from B, = 0. One 

can exploit this fcaturc csperimcntally, in ordcr to obtain an cstimatc for 6, since all B’ corresponding 

to diffcrcnt swccp r a t a  must lic on tlic cquilibrium curvc Meq(B(t)) .  

The curves shown in Fig. 8.4 also suggest why a vcry stccp minimum at B’ (pronounced Foehn effect) 

has not been reported so far in realistic situations. In principlc, as mcntioncd above, the minimum at 

B’ should bccome more steep at lower swecp ratcs. On thc othcr hand, on dccreasing the sweep rate, 

one indirectly reduces the value of Moutr8 thus being closer to Meq when cxiting thc LZS regime, and 

therefore compensating the effect of slowing down the sweep rate. 

Idealty, for thc realization of a vcry stccp minimum at 3’ onc nccds (for a fixed sweep rate), a 

relaxation process that is slow enough at  negative fields (i.c., large lMZnl and consequently large MOut) 

but becomes faster at positive fields, aftcr csiting thc LZS rcgime. Such an “asymmetry” in the field 

dcpcndcncc of 1 / ~ ~  cannot cxist unlcss wc abandon our main assumption that the phonons are in 

equilibrium at all cxpcrimental timcs. This is bccausc, according to our analysis, with the phonons 

bcing in cquilibrium, l/rs dcpcnds on IB(t)I, and thus must be symmetric around B, = 0. This raiscs 

thc qucstion whcthcr the PB cffcct, which takes place at  very low T ,  could give rise to a pronounccd 

Foehn effect. This is indeed supported by the analysis of the PB effect dcscribcd in Rcf. [4J, for 

the magnetic rnolccule { VIS}, which shows an asyrnmctry in thc number of resonant phonons before 

sTho reduction of Mnlrt is due to thermal dissipation before entering the LZS regime (which detcrmincs thc d u o  of 
IM*,,l and coosqucntly Mnl,t through Eq. (8.49)) as well as inside the LZS regime (shaded area in Fig. 8.4). 
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ciitcring and after exiting the LZS regime (see, in particular, the inset of Fig. 8.2(b) of Rcf. [4]), as 

a result of the strong coupling of the phonons to the spin degrees of freedom. In short, thc physical 

origin of this asymmetry is that B, = 0 is a levcl-crossing ficld for thc encrgy spectrum of the spin 

system, whereas it corresponds to a “rcflcction” point for that of the rcsonant phonons: Although, in 

gcncral, when sweeping an external field one progressively brings the spin system into resonance with 

different phonon modes (instantaneous resonance condition) this is not truc in thc vicinity of a level 

anti-crossing, since when exiting the LZS regime the relaxation is drivcn by the samc phonons that 

were in thermal contact with the spins while entering thc LZS rcgimc (for inore dctails, see Refs. [4, 51). 

The above enhancement of thc Fochn cffcct duc to  thc PB cffcct has been in fact recentty observcd 

experimentally and will be reportcd clscwhcre.[l6] 

8.5 Summary 

We havc cxtcndcd the standard spin-lattice relaxation theory, in the context of pulscd field studics 

of magnctic rnolccules. Being easily applied to simple systems, this generalized theory can givc impor- 

tant information OD thc undcrtying relaxation mcchanisms and the microscopic interactions prcscnt in 

magnctic molcculcs in gencral. All the dynamical magnetization effects, including hystcrcsis loops, LZS 

transitions with or without dissipation and magnctization platcaus (Foehn effect), which are rnanifestcd 

in pulsed fields mcasurcmcnts, arc accountcd for by thc comprchcnsive theory presented above. 

Wc first dcvclopcd thc theory for thc isotropic cast of molecules with a spin S ground statc wcll 

separated from the excited levels but also thc general Bciscnbcrg model where all energy levels arc 

relevant. We have shown, for two such simplc cascs, nmcly thc spin S = 1/2 case and that of AFM 

ring systcms at low T ,  that thc dynamical magnctization obeys a generalization of the standard Bloch 

equation. In particular, this cquation has bccn rcccntly uscd[6] for the magnetic molecule {V6}, and 

was found to providc rcsults in cxcellent agrecmcnt with experimental data at T > 1 K, confirming that 

the dominant mechanism driving thc rclaxation is the om-phonon processes, and in addition providing 

ail cstimatc of thc spin-phonon coupling energy. Obtaining this information N ~ S  greatly facilitated by 

using a variety of field sweep forms. 

We also extcnded the theory to include small off-diagonal terms in the spin Harniltoiiian and thus 

take into account the combined effects of LZS and thcrmal transitions. This was done here for the large 

class of magnctic inolcculcs with a low spin ground state. For these molecules, and for thc currcntly 

availablc swccp rates, one is in the extreme adiabatic regime. Our main interest in thcsc systems, 

has been the role of dissipation on the LZS steps, as well as the formation of small plateaus (Foehn 
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effect for S=7/2 

sweep rates (a.u.) 

F O . 1  
~ 0 . 0 5  -..-* 

-5.0 -2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 
B(a.u.) 

Figure 8.4 Magnetic Fochn cEcct for a magnetic molecule with a spin S = 1/2 
ground state, for fixed T and for three diffcrciit fields sweeps with 
constant swccp ratcs T (ill arbitrary units). The shaded arca d e  
notes the LZS regime. Because of thc EZS cffcct, immediately after 
exiting thc LZS rcgiine (shaded area) MO4t > Meq, as opposcd to 
a usual hysteresis situation. Then, outside thc LZS regime, where 
M tends towards Men (SCC tcxt), M drops even though thc ficld 
increases; a local minimum of &I is foormcd at a ficld B' at which 
M = Meq. Notc that this minimum is departing from thc LZS 
regime of the magnetization stcp and broadciis (eveiitually giving 
risc to a plateau) with increasing sweep rates. 



effect) formed after each step, observcd in acvcral magnetic molecules. Interestingly enough, wc arrivcd 

at a convenient set of equations whcrc thc effccts of dissipation and LZS transitions can be trcatcd 

separately. Thcsc equations account nicely for the description of both thc magnetization steps and 

the platcaus. Momover, the role of temperature and the ficld swecp ratc on these effects becomes 

tratisparent. Finally, although our analysis is limitcd to high enough temperatures (T 2 1 K) so that 

one can assume that thc phonons are in equilibrium at ali experimentat times, it nevedhclcss indicates 

how an enhanced Foehn cffcct could arisc at  lower T ,  where the PB effect takes piace. In such a case, 

steep extrema in tlic &I vs B curves could be observed. 

Thc prcseiit theoretical work provides a first step towards cxptoiting thc possibilities that are offered 

by probing magnetic molecules using external magnetic fields with high swccp rates. Thcse probes, apart 

for providing information specific to magnetic molecules, offcr thc possibility of conducting a detailed 

study of thc rclaxational behavior of interacting spin systems as a rcsult of thcir coupling with a “heat 

bath” and in particular the excitations of the host lattice. Dcvclopmcnt of a broad theoretical framework 

for dealing with relaxational phenomena induced by dynmical magnetic fields is indeed a worthy goal. 
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9. Summary and open issues 

As dcscribcd in this dissertation, we have theoretically investigatcd a number of issues pertincnt 

to static and, especially, dynamical propcrtics of magnctic molccule systems. In particular, wc havc 

analyzed and explained a variety of phcnomcna that have been manifested in both Nuclcar Magnetic 

Rcsonance and pulsed field experiments. 

In chapter 2, we provided the gcncral background on several tiieoreticaL and expcrimcntat aspects 

of magnetic molecule systcms. To this end, we first reviewed the various cncrgy tcrins appearing 

in thc spin Hamiltonian, including cxcliangc (both isotropic and anisotropic) interactions, singlcion 

anisotropy terms, as well as thc spin-phonon (magnetoelastic) interactions. Wc thcn discussed the 

physical quantities which arc of both cxperitiiental and theoretical interest, such as thc zcrc-field static 

susccptibility, magnetization, specific hcat and the spin-spin correlation functions, both in time and 

kcquency domain (spectral dcnsity functions). The clectronic spin correlations NCW trcatcd by first 

negtccting thc interactions with environmental bath dcgrccs of frccdom. 

In chapter 3, we considered a number of basic issucs rclcvant to the theory of open systcms. Spccif- 

ically, we defined the reduced density matrix and providcd the derivation of its cquation of motion 

(gencralizcd master equation), for static external ficlds and in thc Markovian limit. h thcrmorc ,  we 

rnadc use of the quantum regression thcorcm and arrivcd at  cxplicit expressions for the spcctral den- 

s i ty  functions, as modified by the intcraction with the lattice degrees of freedom, thus generalizing the 

corrcsponding discussion of chapter 2 for thcrmally isolatcd systcms. 

In what follows we give a brief summary of our investigations for both NMR and pulsed fields, in 

conjunction with a discussion of the important rcmaining open issues. 

(i) Nuclear spin-latticc rclaxation rate 1/TI 

Chaptcr 4 was mainly devoted to a theoretical investigation of thc longtime behavior of the elcctronic 

spin fluctuations, as probed by the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation ratc l/T1.’ Applying thc gcneral 

rcsults of chapter 3 to the spectral functions of magnetic molccules, we were abIc to arrivc at a first- 

lThe results of chapter 4 together with furthcr analysis, currently underway, will be the basis of a future publication. 
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principles expression for l/Tl, which takes into account the interaction of the electronic moments with 

phonons, in the Markovian limit. Utilizing symmetry properties of the spin Hamiltonian, we further 

simplificd this expression and provided accordingly a thorough analysis of the temperature and field 

depandcnce of l/T1 for a number of different situations. 

Special emphasis was given to AFM ring systems and other magnetic molecules with a similar 

magnetic energy spectrum. In particular, for fields away from levcl-crossing ficlds, wc wcrc ablc to 

show that l/T1 is proportional to the spectral density of the total magnetic morncnt of thc molcculc. 

Morcovcr, wc indicatcd that thc observation of only onc pcak in the l/Tl vs T measurements can arise 

from a “decoupling” approximation, which is based on the assumption that the total magnetic moment 

rclaxcs indcpendciitly from othcr physical quantities. Apart from the analysis of this peak, we also 

noted that the overall behavior of l/T1 vs T should be proportional to the product x ( B , T )  T, with 

x(B,  T )  being thc differciitial susceptibility, which can markedly differ from the zersfield susceptibility 

xo(T). On thc other hand, for fields in the immediate vicinity of a given level-crossing field B,, our 

analysis accounts for the observation of a corresponding peak at B = B, in l/Tl vs B data. Further 

thcorctical analysis of l/Tl is rcquircd rcgarding the rclatcd issue of the existence of a true level-crossing 

or a levcl-anticrossing at B = B,. 

Chapter 5, which consists of a paper published in Pliys. Rev. B 69, 094436 (2004), was concerned 

with thc thcorctical and cxpcrimcntal invcstigation of a modcl spin 1/2 tetramer, namely the magnetic 

molcculc {VI,}. Thc analysis includcd cxpcrimental data from (i) zero-field susceptibility, (ii) NMR 

line-width and (iii) proton spin-latticc relaxation ratc l/Tl, as wcll as a thcorctical analysis of all the 

above. Thc main rcsults wcrc summarizcd as follows. The thcorctical fit to thc various experimental data 

confirmcd thc picturc of a spin 1/2 tctranicr with isotropic Hciscnberg exchange interactions and with 

onc exchange constant, J zx 17.6 K, only. In addition, no pcak in l/T1 at intermcdiate temperatures was 

obscrvcd for this system. This fcaturc, sccms to be common in molecules with intrinsic spins s = 1/2, 

in contrast to those with s > 1/2. This was further associated with the existence of a T-independent 

frcqucncy cut-off wo, in contrast to thc strong tcmperaturc dependence of the corresponding wo in the 

AFM ring systems with s > 1/2. The origin of wo in {Vlz} can be associated with couplings that 

do not commute with the isotropic Heisenberg exchange, such as anisotropic exchange, similar to the 

corresponding case for the magnetic molecule {VG). Of particular intercst was also the cxpcrimcutal 

observation of a dcviation of l /Tl at veiy low T ,  from the prcdictcd thermally activated behavior, an 

cxpcrimcntal fiitding which was also cvidcnt in the s = 1/2, {CUS} system. The origin of this deviation 

has not been clarified yet. 
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We should note that many of the arguments presented in chapter 5 can be revisitcd taking into 

account the first-principlcs analysis presented in chapter 4. In particular, the discussion rcgarding the 

two Lorcntzian tcrms of Eq. (5.5), i.e., whether wo is in the regime of WL or we,  is rcdundant: According 

to chapter 4, and Eq. (4.27) in particular, thc sccond tcrm of Eq. (5.5) shoutd bc dropped. In addition, 

the fit to the 1/Tx vs temperaturc data with the sum of the Boltzmann factors in Eq. (5.8) is not 

needed since, as it turns out, an equally successful fit (not shown hcre) is provided by the product x ~ T ,  

in agreement with thc gcncral results of chapter 4. 

GencralIy, thcrc are a number of issues with regards to the long-time behavior of spin fluctuations 

in magnetic molecule systems, that havc not bccn clarified yet. One of thcsc is connected with thc 

systematic appcarance of a peak in l /Tl at intcmcdiate temperatures for molcculcs with intrinsic 

spins s > 1/2, as opposed to molcculcs with s = 1/2. Since ions with s > 1/2 can have singleion 

anisotropy (in contrast to s = 1/2), wc arc inclined to accept that the tcmpcrature dependence of 

thc cut-off frequency wg and conscqucntLy thc pcak in l/Tl in these systcrns is attributed to spin- 

phonon interactions originating from the modulation of the crystal ficld anisotropy.* Neverthclcss, a 

fmt-principles cxplanation of the temperaturc dcpcndcnce of the corresponding cut-off frequency in 

AFM ring systems (with s > 1/2) as obtaincd from l/Tl data is still lacking. On the other hand, in 

molcculcs with s = 1/2 the existcncc of a T-indcpendent wo has been associated with intra-molccular 

couplings that do not co~iunute with the isotropic Hciscnbcrg exchange (such as anisotropic excha~gc) ,~  

an issuc that also requires a closer thcoretical invcstigation. 

We should notc hcre that a similar to the AFM ring systems overall enhanccmcnt of l/Tl at in- 

termediate T, is also found in SMMs (see Ref. [l]> and rcferences therein), as wcll as in the dilutcd 

rare-carth ion system LiY1-,HoZF4, z = 0.002 (scc Ref. [Z]). Hence, the obscrvation of a fast drop of 

the associatcd cut-off frcquencies with decreasing tempcraturc seems to be a charactcristic feature of 

magnetic systcms with discrete energy spcctra and intrinsic spins s > 1/2. Accordingly, furtlier theorct- 

ical and expcri~nental investigation is rcquircd in order to obtain morc spccific and detailed information 

rcgarding thc inicroscopics of the various spin-phonon interactions, prescnt in all nanoinagnetic systcms. 

(ii) Pulsed fietd measuremcnts of M ( t )  

Thc remaining part of the disscrtation, i.c., chapters G, 7 and 8, was dcvotcd to pulsed field studies of 

‘More generally, we also make thc following rcmark. Since, for an ion with spin s all multipole moments of order 
higher than 2s vanish, an ion with s = 1/2 can only interact with a local magnetic ficld, whereas ions with s > 1/2 
can couple to (or “feel”) electric quadrupolc ficlds ctc. In other words, ions with highcr than 1/2 spin can rclax through 
morc “channels”, and consequently onc gcncrally cxpmts faster relaxation rates in magnctic molecules with intrinsic spins 
3 > 1/2 than s = 1/2. 

3This does not imply that spin-phonon interactions are absent in magnetic molecules with s = 1/2; the pulsed ficld 
measurements in {VS} (chapter 7) have in fact revealed the prcscncc of this interaction. 
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magnetic molecules. To this end, we began, in chapter 6 ,  by giving an analytical account of the well- 

known quantum-mechanical problem of Landau-Zener-Stuckclberg (LZS) transitions. In particular, we 

defined thc major quantities of interest and considered two opposite limiting cases, with respect to 

the field swcep rate, namely the adiabatic and non-adiabatic regimes. As cmphasized there, tbc non- 

adiabatic regime is relevant only to SMMs, since in magnetic molcculcs with a low spin ground state the 

corresponding energy splittings (responsible for the LZS effect) are large enough so that one is always 

in the extreme adiabatic regime. 

Chapter 7, which is a paper published in Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 147204 (2005), was devoted to a 

low-T (1 < T < 5 K) pulsed fields study of the mapietic molecule {Vs}. A significant simplification 

regarding this system, is that at for T << GO K, each molecular unit bchavcs like a spin 1/2 cntity. 

The main cxperimental and theorctical results were summarized as follows. The measuremcnt of the 

dynamical rnagnctization in the prescncc of strong, fast varying fields (swccp rates N 1 T/ms) of well 

defined swccp forms B(t), shows two striking features, namely pronounced hysteretic behavior and 

abrupt magnetization steps and rcversals in the immediate vicinity of B = 0. In addition, a small 

T-depcndcnt dcviation from exact magnctization reversal was observcd. 

Thc hystcrcsis effects were attributcd to the fact that the corresponding thermal relaxation time 

of this systcm is in the regime of thc experimental time scale, i.c., of order 1 ms. In addition, the 

hysteresis loops wcrc successfully reproduced by using a generalization of the standard Bloch cquation 

which exprcsscs that the dynamical rnagnctization M ( t )  relaxes towards tbc instantaneous equilibrium 

magnetization Meq(T,  B(t)) ,  with a relaxation ratc that depends explicitly on the instantaneous energy 

separation of thc Zccman split doublet, and thcrcfore B(t). Using this equation, and fitting thc data 

for a varicty of hysteresis loops corresponding to different sweep forms, wc were able to idcntify the 

dominant relaxation mcchanisni being that of onc-phonon acoustic proccsscs. We could also provide 

an estimatc for the spin-phonon coupling cncrgy (V.1 - 0.35 K). The specific origin of the spin-phonon 

coupling rcmains unclear. 

The main assumption underlying thc use of the above generalizcd Bloch equation was that the 

phonons cquilibrate in times that arc much shorter than both the experimental time scalc (determined 

by thc swccp rate) and the spin-lattice relaxation time. This assumption is expected to beak down 

for vcry low T (typically T 5 1 K), since then the numbcr of the available (resonant) phonon mode  

excited per spin bccomes much smaller than unity. As a result, thc phonons are not in cquihbrium 

and the phonon bottleneck (PB) effect takes place. In fact, preliminary cxperimental data for (VS} at 

T = 0.6 K show a significant dcviatian from the above theory suggesting the oiisct of the PB effect. 
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A first-principles account for the PB effect, requires one to first write down and then solve, a systcm 

of coupled equations of motion for the spin and the phonon dcgrces of frccdom, both being out of 

cquiiibrium. A microscopic analysis along these lines is currently I a~k ing .~  

Rcgarding the magnetization steps and reversals observed in {V6}, these were attributed to LZS 

transitions between the lowest energy levels as modified by the existence of a weak (- 0.4 K) intra- 

molecular (between the pair of spin trianglcs comprising {V,)) anisotropic cxchangc, which had been 

indicated previously by NMR measuremcnts of 1/2'1. The small dcviation from thc quantum-rncchanical 

prediction ofcxact magnetization reversal at B M 0, was associated with the interactions with the lattice 

(dissipative LZS effect). 

In chapter 8, which appears in Phys. Rev. B 72, 134424 (2005), we provided an analytical, first- 

principles account on the various effects manifested in pulsed field experiments. In particular, this 

chaptcr i s  a gcncralization of the standard spin-lattice relaxation theory for static fields, to include 

thc prcsencc of explicit timedependent magnetic fields in the Hamiltonian. This theory includes the 

analysis of hysteresis effects, LZS transitions with or without dissipation and magnetization platcaus 

(Fochn cffcct). 7% main underlying assumption adopted is that the phonons are in equilibrium at  

all cxpcrimcntal times. This restricts the applicability of this theory to high enough temperaturcs 

(typically T 2 1 K) in order to avoid the PB effect. 

Mow specifically, we first considcred the isotropic case of molecules with a spin S ground state well 

scparatcd from the excited levels, but also the general Beisenberg model where all energy levels are 

relevant. We have shown, for two simple cases, namcly thc spin S = 1/2 case and that of AFM ring 

systems at low T,  that thc dynamical rnagnctization M ( t )  obeys thc generalizcd Bloch equation, used in 

cliaptcr 7. Wc thcn extended the thcoiy to include small off-diagonal terms in the spin Hamiltonian and 

thus take into account the combincd cffccts of LZS and thcrma1 transitions. This was done for magnetic 

moIcculcs with a low spin ground state, for which we are in the extreme adiabatic regime. Our main 

iritcrcst in tlicse systems, has been the role of dissipation on the LZS steps, as well as the formation 

of small platcaus (Fochn effect) formed after each step, as observed in several magnetic molecules. 

Intercstingly enough, we arrived at a convenient set of equations where the effects of dissipation and 

LZS transitions can be treated separately. These equations account nicely €or the description of both 

the magnetization steps and the platcaus. Moreover, the role of tcmpcraturc and the field sweep rate 

on thcse cffccts bccomcs transparent. Finally, as rncntioned above, although our analysis was limited 

to high enough temperatures (typically T 2 1 K) so that one can assume that the phonons are in 

4Neverthelcss, there exist a phenomenological approach which accounts for the main physical idcas of the PB effect 
(see for example Ref.[3]). 
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equilibrium at  all qc r imen ta l  times, it nevcrtheless indicates how an enhanced Fochn cffcct couId 

arise a t  lowcr T ,  whcrc thc PB effect t a k a  place. In such a case, pronounccd cxtrcma in the M vs B 

curves could be observed. 

More generally, the use of pulsed fields is very suitable for studying the dynamical properties of 

magnetic molecule systems. In particular, the above “slowing-dom” of the spin fluctuations as probcd 

by l/Tl mcasuremcnts is also manifcstcd in pulscd ficlds: Thc mcre obscrvation of hysteretic behavior 

at low T ,  signifies that thc corresponding spin-latticc rclaxation timcs bccomc long enough so that they 

can be probed by the currently available swcep rates (- several T/ms). In particular, this effect is very 

dramatic in SMMs, where the existence of a large uniaxial anisotropy gives rise to relaxation times 

which can be of order of several months.[4-61 

In addition, very small (- 0.1 K or less) intra-molecular magnetic interactions (such as the anti- 

symmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (see chapter 2 ) )  present in these nanomagnetic systems 

can be manifested in pulsed field experiments, since they give rise to LZS steps; such small interactions 

cannot be manifested in static experiments, such as the magnetic susceptibility. Remarkably, similar 

LZS steps in the magnetization have been observed for (diluted) single-ion systems as well, such as the 

LiY1-,BoZF4, (x = 0.002) system mentioned above,[71 and a spin-glass system with lone Cu2+ ions[8]. 

In these cases, the LZS effect involves energy levels of the combined electronic and (on-citc) nuclcar 

spin system, as split by their mutual hyperfine interaction. 
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APPENDIX A. Single-ion anisotropy and the g-tensor in transition-metal 

ions 

Hcrc we give a general account of the origin of thc various singleion anisotropic terms present in 

thc spin Hamiltonian of magnetic inolecule systems. We also discuss thc anisotropy of the g-factor. In 

transition metal ( 3 4  ions, the unpaired electrons lic in thc outermost shcll and as a result thcy may be 

greatly influenced by thc crystal field produccd by neighboring ions. In fact the crystal ficld is typically 

larger than the LS-coupling and the Zecrnan cncrgies, and therefore should be taken into account beforc 

thc latter, in a perturbativc calculation of thc cncrgy scheme. 

As we know, thc intra-ionic Hamittonian givcs risc to spectroscopic cnergy terms, thc lowest of which 

is determined by thc Hund’s rules. Thc crystal clectric field splits the orbital degencracy of the lowcst 

tcrm, with the remaining dcgeneracy of the ground state depending on the symmetry of the crystal 

field. Here we will considcr an ion with an orbitally singlet ground statc denoted by [ A  >; this is thc 

case for ions comprising a magnctic molecule, for the tow symmetry of the ligand fields results in lifting 

complctcly any orbital degencracy of the ground statc. Thus, the only rcmaining degeneracy is that of 

thc spin (Le,} 2s + 1). A dircct consequence of this is that the orbital angular momentum is “quenched” 

inside thc ground spin-manifold, i.c., < AlLlA >= 0 (Rcfs. [1-4]). 

This (2s + 1)-fold dcgcncracy of IA > is liftcd wbcn the remaining intra-ionic energy terms are 

finally included: Both thc orbital Zeemau tcrm pgL I3 and the LS-coupling may couplc the ground 

statc [A  > to excited orbital states IA‘ >. Thc rcsulting energy splittings inside the ground spin- 

manifold can be convcnicntly accounted for by constructing an effectivc spin Hamiltonian. There arc 

several ways of doing this(Refs.[5, GI), bascd on the assumption that the energy cxcitations betwccn the 

ground manifold ( A  > and the excited orbital states (A‘ > are much larger than thc perturbing cnergy 

terms. I-Icrc wc will give only thc final expression. Denoting by 

the pcrturbing energy terms, tlic cffective Hamiltonian IT:, dcscribing the cncrgies inside the ground 
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spin-manifold, is given, up to secoiid order in V ,  by 

wlierc, in the last expression we ham uscd thc convcntion of summing over repeated indiccs and we 

liavc dcfincd the second rank tensors g and A by 

and 

respectively. Wc should note that, since 

In fact, as it turns out (scc bclow), A”” is real, i.e., {Ap”)’ = AP”. 

= i t  is a hermitian opcrator, it follows that (APU)’ = A”P. 

Equation (A.2) dcscribcs the effect of the admixing of higher orbital states back to the ground 

inailifold. Thc first tcrm gives rise to an anisotropy of the g-factor, whcreas the second term is thc 

anisotropy energy which givcs rise to a splitting of the (2s + 1)-fold spin dcgcneracy even at zero 

field. The last teiin which is spin independent, as we are going to SCC in Appendix B,  gives rise to a 

tcniperature independent pai-amagnctic contribution to the susceptibility, responsiblc for the secalled 

Van Vleck paramagnetism. 

Let us discuss in somc dctail thc single-ion anisotropic terms. In gcncral, the sccond-rank tensor 

A has nine independent clcmcnts. born  these, only two are physically relevant. This can be shown 

as follows. First, we h o w  that any sccond-rank tensor can be split in a zcr+rank scalar, a first-rank 

vector, and a second rank symmetric and traceless tensor, according t o  

1 1 
3 

AP’ = --TT(A)~” + {(AP’ + A”P)/2 - ,TT(A)~””}  + (A”’ - Aup) /2  . 

Since, (AP’)* = A”Jr it follows that AP’-AuP is purely imaginary and thcrefore it must vanish idcntically. 

Morcovcr, this implies that (A+’)* = AP”.  Thcn, 

-x2s . A . S  = + s .  D .  , 

whcrc wc have defined 
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The first tcrm gives a constant, since s: = si(si + 1) and can be omittcd. Thus we are left with 

the second-rank, symmetric and traceless tcnsor. This can be diagonalizcd giving three eigenmlucs 

dcnoted by D Z Z ,  Dug and D” with the corresponding principal axes {x,y,z}. Howcvcr, only two of 

the eigenvalues are independent, since TT(D) = D”” -I- DYY + D”” =2 0. Generally then, the anisotropy 

energy can bc conveniently written as 

whcre D DZ2 - (DzE  + D Y Y ) / Z  and E = (P” - Dev)/2.  

Two comments are in placc hcrc. First, for an ion with s = 1/2, there is no spin anisotropy since 

.s: = s$ = s2 = 1/4. Thus anisotropy effects are only cxpcctcd for ions with s > 1/2. Second, the 

number of independent parameters may be furtlm rcduced by taking into account the symmetry of 

the crystal field: According to its definition, the tensor A carries the symmetry of the ciystal field, 

since the orbital statcs [A  >, IA‘ > are the differcnt rcprescntations of this symmctry. For example, in 

a cubic environmcnt one expects A,, = A,, = Azz and the anisotropy encrgy rcduces to a constant. 

On the other hand, in an axially symmetric case one has Azz = A,, AL,  in gcncral different from 

Azz Ail. Consequcntly, D x- X 2 ( A l  - All), whercas E = 0. Hence, €or cascs of axial symmetry and 

for an external magnctic field along the axial (casy) z-axis, the effective Hamiltonian can be writtcn as 

It should be noted that in thc abovc generic form of V (Eq. (A.l)) one should add thc diamagnetic 

orbital contribution, which i s  sccond order in B and spin indcpendent, similarly with the last term 

of Eq. (A.2),  above. Although they are spin indepcndcnt, thcse terms must bc kcpt when calculat- 

ing thc susceptibility, for they givc rise to a temperature indcpcndcnt diamagnetic and paramagnetic 

contributions (see Appendix I&). 
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APPENDIX B. Van Vleck formula for the susceptibility 

Berc wc provide a veiy general and uscful cxpression for the zero-field susccptibility. This, so-called 

V a l  Vlcck formula, can be applicd to exchange coupled systems (magnctic molecules) but also to other 

systems as well, such as single magnetic ions, with or without contributions from thc orbital degrees 

of frccdom and anisotropic terms. We start with the Hamiltoiiian in the presence of a small magnetic 

ficld B, as 

H = wo + Hmt(B) , P-1) 

where Ho denotcs thc cncrgy in the absence of thc ficld and HiQt the interaction with the field, which 

is  dominated by the Zeeman tcrm -M.B,  where M denotcs thc total magnetic momcnt of the system; 

a typical second ordcr tcim is the diamagnetic one (scc bclow). Assuming that thc cncrgy spectrum of 

-KO is known, a first task is to find via perhubation theory the energy spectrum E,(B), up to second 

ordcr in B. For our pwposcs, we shall assume that this has bccn done already, and writc cxplicitly the 

first three terms of the scrics cxpansioii of E,(B),  as 

Nom, the magnetization M" along the a-axis is given by 

where F denotcs the Helmhold's free encrgy givcii by F = U - T S = - k ~ T l n Z ,  with U =< H >, 

being the total intcrnal energy and S thc entropy. Without loss of generality, wc will assume that the 

field is along the z-axis. In this casc, only thc coefficients c,", and d; of Eq. (E.2) matter. In addition, 

for small fields thc z-component of thc rnagnctization,' denoted as M ,  is given by 

~ _ _  

'The susccptibility is generally a second rank tcnsor; for example, the elements x;", xi" give the x- and y-components, 
respectively, of the magnetization in the prcscncc of a small field B = Bz .  Thcsc are generally non-zcro whenever a 
Hamiltonian contains anisotropic terms. 
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In the above expansion, the zermth order tcrm is taken to be zero, since in thc absence of a magnetic 

field M must vanish. According to Eq. (3 .3 )  then one obtains 

By expanding the partition function up to second order one finally obtains 

where Zo dcnotcs the zero-field partition function. Thc above expression can bc written in the following, 

morc compact, way 

X t Z  = -2 < d" >o + < (SC')* >o / ( k B T )  , (B.7) 

whcre we have defincd thc diagonal operators d"" and c" by < n]c']m >= dnrnc;, and similarly < 
nIdzZIm >= S,,d?. Hcrc the symbol <>a dcnotes thc thcrmal average taken with Ho alone, and 

dcz 6-  < C' >o. Notc also that the above two terms contributc with opposite sign (see below). 

Equation (B.6) or (B.7) is a very general expression. Dcpcnding on the particular systcm at  hand, 

we can evaiuatc thc susccptibility provided wc h o w  thc cncrgy eigenvalues up to sccond order in B. 

Thc importance of thc abovc foiiiiula resides in the fact that onc nccds only to calculate somc thcrmal 

averages in the abscncc of thc cxternal field. This is thc csscncc oE thc linear response thcory, which is 

a very general onc. Lct us thcn apply this general cxprcssion to two cases relevant in magnctic systems. 

B.l  Isotropic Heisenberg model and fluctuation formula 

Consider a magnetic molecule which is dcscribcd by thc isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian I fo .  Let 

us considcr thc Zccman interaction Hint = -M . B = g P B B S 2 ,  in the field B = Bz. Since HO and 

Sz commute, finding thc eigenvalues in the prcscncc of thc ficld is a trivial task. Wc casily obtain 

c' = gPBS2, whcrcas d"" = 0. Then thc Van Vlcck formula (Eq. (B.7)) reduces to 

which in turn can bc simplified to give thc fluctuation formula 

since < S >o= 0 and < S: >o=< Si >a=< S," >o=< S2 >o /3. 

Of course, the fluctuation formula is vaLd also for the casc of a system with onc ionic spin s only. 

In this particular casc the fluctuation formula rcduces to the Curie law 

(B.lO) 
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A commcnt related to this exprcssion is the following. Consider a given magnetic molecule system 

comprising N spins s. At high T (specifically, for T >> J/l;p., where J is thc largest exchange con- 

stant present) the spins are become uncorrelatcd and therefore the thcrmal average of S2 appcaring in 

Eq. (€3.9) reduces to N < s2 >= N s ( s  + 1). Hence, for this magnetic molecule at high T 

(B.11) 

B.2 Magnetic ion with a non-degenerate ground state and total spin 1/2 

Our second example comcs from the magnetism of singlc ions. Consider thc simplcst case of an ion 

with a non-dcgcnerate orbital ground state { A  >, well separatcd from the excited lcvcls (lowest energy 

excitation A >> ~ B T ) .  In addition, we will assume that the total spin of this state is 1/2, so that 

thcrc are single-ion anisotropic terms. It is known that for an orbitally non-degenerate pound state 

the orbital angular momentum is quenched, i.e., < AlElA >= 0. Apart from the ground state's spin 

contribution to the magnetic Susceptibility we will show that there exist two more contributions, which 

are temperature independent. Thcsc are (i) the Van Vlcck paramagnetic term and (ii) the Larmor 

diamagnetic contribution. Let us cxplaiii the origin of tlicsc contributions by using the effective spin 

Hamiltonian method describcd in Appendix A. 

The following general comments arc in place here. First, in thc interaction encrgy of a magnetic ion 

with a inagnctic field given in Appcndix A, one should add thc generic, orbital tcrm 

(B.12) 

where thc sum runs over all electrons i inside the magnetic ion. Second, since S = 1/2 there are no 

anisotropic encrgy tcrms in the effectivc spin Hamiltonian. Finally, since A >> k B T ,  one should first 

replace the tbcrmal averages in Eq. (EA), with the ground statc contribution only. 

Ti ic cffcctive spin Hamiltonian for our example then is written as 

where 

(B.13) 

(B .14) 

which is always positive. Sincc the second order in B tcrms are spin indepcndcnt ( i x . ,  the samc whcther 

Ad8 = -1/2 or +1/2) they give rise to a tcmpcrature independent contribution to the susceptibility. 
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The diagonalization of thc above Hamiltonian in the 2 x 2 spin subspace is straightforward. It givcs 

(B.15) 

Therefore, according to OUT general convcntions, cz = glI,uBSrr whercas d"" = [-&All + ci(z; I- 

$)] =constant. In addition < S, >o= O whereas < S," >o=< S' >o /3 = s(S+ 1)/3 = 1/4. Thus, the 

zerc-field rnagnctic susceptibility is finally given by 

(B.16) 

The first term corrcsponds to the usual Curie law, and is the only temperature dependent term. The 

second term givcs thc sc-called Van Vleck paramagnetism, whereas the third term, which is always 

present, givcs thc Larmor diamagnetism. In magnetic molecules, thc dominant contribution to the 

susceptibility comcs from the exchange couplings bctwccn magnetic ions, and this also follows a Curie 

law at high T as already shown in the prcvious example. Since the last two terms of Eq. (B.16) are 

temperature independent, they manifest themsetvcs in thc xT behavior at high enough T. 

B.3 Remark: Differential susceptibility 

In chapter 4, we have shown that, for magnetic molcculc systems with an isotropic Heiscnbcrg 

Hamiltonian and undcr certain symmetry conditions, thc nuclear spin-latticc relaxation rate l/Tl is 

proportional to the equilibrium fluctuation of the operator S,, Le., the total magnctic moment of thc 

molccule. The purpose of this scction is to indicate a sirnplc formula that exprcsscs these fluctuations 

in terms of the so-callcd diffcrcntial susceptibility x(B,  2') aM/aB, at thc givcn finite measuring field 

13. This quantity is generally distinct from the zero-field susccptibility discusscd above; they become 

cqual at low fields. 

We shall takc HZnt(B) = -M . B in Eq. (B.l), and assume again that B =: Ba. Using Eq. (B.3) 

above it is straightforward to obtain 

(B.17) 

where the thermal avcragcs are taken with the totaI Hamiltonian iiicluding thc Zeeman term Hznt.  This 

is the relevant quantity for l/T1 as discusscd in chapter 4, instead of XO. Clearly, for the AFM ring 

systems thc two quantities are almost cqual since the lowest energy gap and the pcak tcmperature of 

l/Tl are much larger than thc Zccman energy splittings. In systems with small energy gaps (or J )  and 

vciy large magnetic ficlds one must use the differential susceptibility. 
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APPENDIX C. Pauli Master equations from Fermi's Golden rule 

C.1 General treatment 

The small interactions between an open system (A) and B heat bath (B) result in quantum- 

mcchanical transitions between the states of d. Under certain conditions, these transitions proceed 

with constant ratcs, which in turn, arc rcIatcd to certain spectral functions of 13. 

There are two ways to arrive at this gencral rcsult. In the first scmi-classical treatmcnt,[l, 21 one 

concentrates on thc system A alone and writcs down an explicitly time-dependent ( i e ,  classical) term 

V,(t) to account for thc interactions with B. Such an approach is taken whcn the time evolution of Vc(t) 

i s  unknown and complicated, and hence it is usually treated statistically by taking appropriate averages 

ovcr some physically reasonable stochastic processes. This approach however neglects thc quantum 

naturc of B and givcs risc to transition rates without the detailed-balancc property (sec bclow), and 

cvcntually to an equilibrium state of infinite T.  Thc sccond, first-principlcs, approach is fully quantum- 

mcchanical,[2, 31 for one starts with the fult Hamiltonian of the combined A 8 B systcm, and then 

obtains thc equations of motion of A alone, at a subscqucnt stage. This is what we shall follow here. 

Wc start by writing thc full Hamiltonian of thc closed A 8 B systcm 

where H A ,  HB denote the energy of A and B, respectively, whcn considered as closcd and V accounts 

for their interaction. This can always bc writtcn in the general form 

V = iix Aq B4 , 

whcrc A" and Bg arc hcrmitian operators of tlic system A and B, rcspcctively. Onc tbcn usually 

assumes that B is ill equilibrium at tcrnpcrature T, Le., it can bc dcscribed by the stationary statc 
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Wc shall use indiccs with latin letters (In >) and greek letters (la: >) for the eigenstatcs of A and 

B, rcspectively. We further denote by E, (E,) and In > (la >) the eigenvalues and cigenstates of H A  

(HB) .  The combined states { In > @[a >E Ina > } then provide a basis set inside the Hilbert spacc of 

A 8 B. According to Fermi's Golden rule, under certain conditions (see below), the transitions among 

these states, will proceed with constant ratcs Wna-,ntat Wn,,nf,f givcn by 

where E,, 

system A @ B is thermally isolated. 

E, +E,. Thc presence of the energy conserving &function accounts for the fact that our 

Now, since we are observing the system A only, the central quantities of interest are the transition 

ratcs W,,,f E W,,., between states of the system A. These can be obtained from W,,,,f,t by 

averaging over all the initial states la > (probability p, = exp(-pE,)/Zs) of B, and summing over all 

possible final states la' >, i.e., 

The above expression can be transformed to a more physically transparent form as follows. First, we 

notice that 

< 7tcrIVIn'a' >= hXA:, ,BZa,  . (C.6) 
'1 

In addition, we replace the above delta function 8(En - Ent + E, - Ea,) = d(w,,, + w,,t)/h, with its 

Then, by introducing the interaction picture bath operators gq(t) E e i H Q t / h Z 3 g e - i H B t / T r ,  and noticing 

that - 
(Bq(t))aat = Bza, eiw-firt , ( C 4  

we finally wrivc at 

whcrc 

are spectral functions of thc bath B,  with 

((3.10) 

(C.11) 
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denoting the equilibrium time correlation functions of B. 
Equation (C.9) is the central equation of this section. According to this expression, thc transition 

rates betwcen two states In > and In' > of the system A arc proportional to thc Fourier transform 

of appropriate time correlation functions of the bath systcm B, evaluated at thc frequency wnn,. In 

physicd terms, from thc wholc spectrum of the rclcvant bath fluctuations only the resonant part can 

induce transitions between the states of A. 

F'urthermorc, it i s  clear from the above gcncral expression for W,,,, that if therc arc two terms in 

I/ that are uncorrelated, i.e., Jqqt = 0, thcn, as expected, Wnnf is given by the s u m  of the two separatc 

contributions. This is for cxamplc the case when the bath consists of two separate, non-intcracting 

(udcorrelatcd) systems B, and 8 2 .  Another possibility appcars whenever scvcral Jqq) vanish duc to 

certain symmetries. For instancc, as we show in chapter 4, one can separate the nuclear spin-lattice 

relaxation rate l/T'l, in two terms, thc first being retatcd to transverse spin correlation functions and 

the sccond to the longitudinal ones. 

Thc following additional rcinarks follow from thc properties of the spectral function. First, as 

expected, the rates W,,! are rcal quantities since, according to Eq. (2.34) of chapter 2, 

((2.12) 

since thc operators BS arc choscn to be hermitian.' Second, a direct conscquence of Eq. (2.32) of 

chapter 2, 

Jyr,j(-w) = e-P"J,,,(w) , (C.13) 

is thc detailed-balancc condition written as 

(C.14) 

This condition is of central importancc, since it forces thc system to reach an cquilibrium statc with 

temperaturc cqual to that of the bath (scc bclow why). Noticc that W,,, is in general different than 

W,,,, although for the combincd systcin A @ B, a microscopic reversibility holds, Le., 

(C.15) 

Let us now discuss what happens whcn we treat the bath classically, Le., whcn we replace thc bath 

operators Bq appcaring in V in Eq. (C.Z), by some c-numbers f ' ( t ) .  It follows that the thermal avcrage 

lIn some cas-, i t  is convcnicnt to choose a set of gencrally, non-hermitian opcrators AS and BQ, but in such a way 
that thc total V is a hermitian operator. This of course, docs not alter the reality of Wn,,t. 
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appearing in thc cxpression for the correlation functions < Bq(t)Bq'(O) > E ,  should bc rcplaced by a 

statistical avcragc, over some physically appropriate and stationary stochastic proccs, i.c., 

< Byt)W(O) > B  + fq(t)fq'(O) = fq'(o)f"(t) = fq'(-t)fq(O) . (C.16) 

The last two equalities follow from the commutativity of the c-numbers f q ( t )  and fQ'(0) and thc 

stationarity of thc stochastic process. Consequently, Eq. (2.32) of chapter 2 should be rcplaccd by 

Jqq#(-w) = Jsrq(w), which in turn gives W,,,t = W,),, or equivalently, according to Eq. (C.14), to an 

equilibrium state with infinity temperature ( p  = 0). 

Going back to our gencral relation Eq. (C.9), onc can writc down the secalled Pauli master equations 

for thc populations p ,  

(C.17) 

which physically express that the ratc of change of p ,  is the additive result of a gain term (transitions 

from other states In' >) and a loss term (transitions to other states In' >). The most important feature 

of these rate equations is that they arc of Markovian character, i e . ,  they ncglect certain memory 

effects: &(t) dcpends only on the populations p , ( t )  at thc same instant t ,  and not on the values pn( t ' )  

at previous times t' < t .  Moreover, thc transition rates are constant. Both fcatures follow from thc 

Wrmi's Golden rule whose use can only bc justified under certain conditions. These are discussed 

separatcly, in thc following section. 

Finally, from the structure of the Pauli mastcr cquations Eq. (C.17), one infcrs that A eventually 

comcs to thcrmal equilibrium with B, Le., with thc sainc temperature T. This is because, the stationary, 

equilibrium state {p:}  is reached when p: = 0 for all n's, or equivalently when a dctailcd-balance is 

attained, i.c., 

PEwnnr = PzfWn*n (C.13) 

for all mutuaI transitions between n and n'. This condition, according to Eq. (C.14), is equivalent to 

((2.19) 

i.c., finally the system comes in thcrmal equilibrium (same temperaturc) with the bath. 

C.2 Order of magnitude considerations: Applicability of Fermi's Golden 

rule 

We now discuss thc conditions of applicability of Fermi's goldcn rule, which consists in the appear- 

ance of constant transition rates. For the formal proof of Fcrmi's golden rule one may consult several 
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books on Quantum Mcchanics (see for example Refs. [4, 51). Here, wc provide the gcneral underlying 

physical ideas, to be found also in Cbaptcr 2 within thc more appropriate framework of the generalized 

master equations for the reduccd density matrix of system A. To this end, wc first take into account 

some order of magnitude considerations, givcn the results of Fermi’s golden rule. 

First, wc shall need to consider two different cases, namcly when the final state belongs to a contin- 

uum or consists of onc discrete encrgy level. 

(I) ”ransitions to a continuum of final states 

Consider first, the case of quantum-mechanical transitions f?om a given statc towards a band of N 

cncrgy levels (denoted by (n‘}) forming a (quasi-)continuous spectrum of width AE. One can definc 

an average density of states givcn by p f  = N / A E  = l /&E. In such cases, thc quantity of intcrest is thc 

transition ratc W,,+*E towards the entire cnergy band, i.c., 

(C.20) 

according to Eq. (C.9). Expanding Jqpf(wnnj) accordiiig to Eq. (C.IO), one cncounters thc function 

(C.21) 

This frequcncy superposition has a tinic width 7:: of ordcr h/AE. Furthermore, wc assume that the 

bath timc correlation functions Jqqt(t) dccay in timcs TB (“the bath correlation timc”) much Ionger 

than FL/AE.~ Under thcsc assumptions, wc may approximate 

(C.22) 

whosc order of magnitude is Nv2~;/A2,  with TI denoting an avcragc estimatc for V&. Thus, the order 

of magnitude of W n - ~ s  is 

(C.23) 

This estimatc is in agreement with the usual integrated form of Fermi’s Golden rulc. According to the 

above, onc can deftnc a correlation tiinc rC = N T ~  = Nh/AE = l i p f .  We shall sec bclow, that for the 

discretc spectrum casc, one can stiIl use Eq. (C.231, i.c., define an appropriate dcrisity of statcs p j ,  by 

introducing the broadcning of the discrete line. 

(11) Transitions to a discretc final state 

For a quantum-mcchanical transition towards a discrete energy lcvcl, we cannot define a dcnsity of statcs 

2Equivalently, this moans that the frcqucncy width of thc bath spectral dcnsity is much shorter than AE. In other 
words, thc bath spectral dcnsity is so narrow that it “secs” thc band AE as a continuum. This rquiremcnt is satisficd 
when the bath B corrcsponds to an external radiation pulsc like in typical spcctroscopic experiments. Thc correlation 
timc TB then is detcrmined by the duration of the pulsc: A longer ~g corrcsponds to a shortcr frequency width (towards 
monochromatic) and consequently thc band A E  appears to be “more conttnuous”. 
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in analogy with the previous continuous spcctra case (thc superposition of exponentials in Eq. (C.21) 

is absent). On the other hand, the bath correlation functions appearing in Eq. (C.21) can give risc 

to a finite W,,,,t, when the dccay of Jqqt(t) is takcn into account. More spccifically, assuming that 

Jq9t(t) M J,,,(0)e-t/7B then, according to Eq. (C.9), Wnnl becomcs of order 

(C.24) 

This is of the samc form as Eq. ((2.23) of the continuous case, if wc loosely takc pf to be equal to the 

sccond, Lorentzian factor. In particular, whcn TB << l / W n n f l  Eq. (C.24) reduccs to Wn+,t - $rg , i.e., 

the role of T~ = NT; of Eq. (C.23), is now played by TB. Generalty howcver, the Lorcntzian function 

should be The origin of the decay of Jqqt(t) lies in tcrms in the Hamiltonian of thc bath, that 

are not includcd in HE.  Such terms, may for example arise from the intcraction betwccn I3 and a third 

system C (e.g., spin-phonon coupling, when B consists of elcctronic spins and C consists of the phonons), 

or interactions within B (cg., phonon-phonon interactions when the bath B consists of the phonons). 

Taking into account the above considcrations regarding the order of magnitude of Wnn,, let us rcturn 

to the question of the applicability of Fcrmi’s Golden rulc, €or both thc continuum and the discrctc 

spectrum cascs. First, onc needs to point out the various independcnt time scalcs of the problem. 

These arc: (i) the observation time t ,  (ii) thc transition rate as given by Fermi’s goldcn rule, and finally 

(iii) the correlation time T~ whose origin dcpcnds on the particular problem at hand. Gcnerally thcn, 

Fermi’s golden rule applies when W t << 1 and for t > T , . ~  Thc first condition assures that perturbation 

thcoiy up to second order is adcquate, whereas the second is thc so-callcd Markovian approximation. 

This consists of ncglecting ccrtain memory effects that takc place in timc scales much shorter than 

t. Combining these conditions we obtain thc requirement T~ << FL/IJ. In particular, in the continuum 

spectrum case, this means that the perturbation energy v must be very small compared to the width 

&E, Le., u << dE.5 
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APPENDIX D. Decay of coherences: The element hm,,, 

We seek an expression for h,,,, in terms of spectral functions of the heat bath. To this end, wc 

first denote its real and imaginary part as - T , ~  and -6w,,, respectively, Le., 

According to Eq'(3.40) of chapter 3, R,,,,,,, is given by 

whcrc 

rnm,rs  ALA^$ (us,.) 
w' 

( 9 (D-3) 
1 

= ( z J p p ' ( w 8 r )  + ingg' wST * 

'1'1' 

Now, we notc that the rolc of the various operators o4 appearing in the exprcssions of chaptcr 2 for the 

quantities Jqqn(w) and l-Iqq?(w), is now played by thc operators Bq appearing in thc interaction energy 

V = fixqq, AQ @ Bq. Defining p ,  c P E p / Z B ,  one obtains 

27i 
A:mA:LJg,ftwsr) = - C%V,,,rn,rlS.,,,a,S(w,r + ~ a a l )  , (D.4) 

fi2 aLIl  44' 

and similady 

where V,,,,,r E< n.,culVlm,cy' >, and thc symbol P denotcs the Cauchy principal valuc. Then, by 

appropriately combining all terms resulting from Eq. (13.2), one can obtain the following physically 

transparent exprcssions for the rcal and imaginary parts of -&,,,,. 
(i) The rcal part of -hm,,,,,, which is denoted by T~,, may bc written as the sum of two terms of 

different physical origin 

(D.6) 
nonad ad 

7nm = Trim + Trim . 
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The first, so-callcd ‘Lnon-adiabaticl’ contribution is related to the various transition rates Wkn (with 

wnk #o)  

whcre Wnl; = Wn+k has becn dcfincd previously (see chapter 3 and Appendix C) as 

The second contribution is called “adiabatic” and is rclatcd to bath spectral density functions cvaluated 

at  zero bequcncy. It is given by 

According to these relations, both y%ad and yg$ are positive, as expected. A remark regarding the 

pliysics associatcd with 7;; follows by inspecting thc matrix clcmcnts appearing in Eq. (D.9). Spccifi- 

cally, since V,,,,,~ and V,af,na are givcn in tcrnis of the matrix elements Ahm and AZn, respectively, 

we infcr that the adiabatic contribution 7;; is rclated to the elements of V that arc diagonal in the 

energy rcprcscntation of the system A. 

(ii) Thc ciicrgy shift ASw,, of the excitation cncrgy hnm can be written as thc diffcrcncc SE, -SE,, 
where 

(D.lO) 

Thc physical meaning of this cxpression is veiy transparent. Indeed, dE,, rcprcsents the shift of the 

statc In, a > of the global systcm A @ I3, as given by second order pcrturbation theoiy, but weightcd 

with thc occupation probability pa = e-pEQ/ZB of the level Io! > of B. 
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APPENDIX E. Some physical constants, and the CGS system of units 

(i) Uscful constants and conversion of Units 

1 eV = 1.602177 x lo-'' erg 

= 1.519267 x IOi5 s-' (w = E/h)  

= 11604.45 K (T E / ~ , - B )  

ti = G.582122 x CV s 

e = 4.803203 x esu 

m, = 9.109389 x 10-28g 

mp = 1.672623 x 10-24g 

c = 2.99792458 x 10"cm/s 

p~ = - = 5.788382 x IO-' eV G-' efi 

2me 
efi 

2% 
,lLLNE-- - 3.152451 x 10-"eV G-' 

Qe 2 

gr, = 5.58556 

gn E -3.82628 

kB = 8.61739 x eV K-' 

NA = 6.022137 x IOz3 mol-' 

Electron Lmnor frequency 

W ,  E ge,uBB/fi  = [I7538 B(T)] GHz 

= [1.3376 B(T)] K 
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Proton Larmor hcquency 

W L  g ,pNB/ f i  = [267.52 B(T)] MHz 

= [2.04 x B(T)] K 

(ii) T h e  CGS systcni of Units 

It is very convenient to always work in one system of units, preferably in thc CGS. The niain reason 

is that in SI thcrc is a large number of unnecessary units mainly because of the introduction of the 

constants po and E a .  For instance, thc etectric and magnetic fields have different units in SI. On the 

other hand, in the CGS, thc electric ficId E, the clcctric polarization (density) P c i p J V  (V = 

volume), thc electric displacement D, the magnetic fields B and H, and finally the magnetization 

(density) M 3 Ci p:/V, are all in units of Gauss (although they are called with different names). This 

unit is nothing else than 

The Gauss (CGS) and the Tesla (SI) do not correspond to the same unit. But thc following equivalence 

holds 

1 Tela H IO4 Gauss 

Also, the unit of the electric charge e denotcd by 1 cb in SI, and by 1 esu (or statcoulomb) in CGS, do 

not correspond to thc same unit. In particular 

1 csu = 1 /q= 1 ,/- = 1 Gauss an2. 

and the following cquivalencc holds 

1 cb ++ 2.9979 x 10' csu . 

The following tablc is a helpful summary of the units of some common physical quantities in the 

CGS system. 
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Table E.l Common physical quantities in the CGS systcin of units 

Quantity Symbol Example Unit (CGS) 

El. charge 4 E N q2/r  1 csu = 1 G cin2 

El. dipole moment 

Magn. dipok momcnt p U = - p . B  1 crg/G 

p (or d) p = pr, U = -PI E 1 esu cm = 1 erg/G 

Vector potential A B = V X A  1 G/cm 

El. field E E - e2/r2 1 statvolt/cm (= 1 G) 

El. Pol. density P P = xi  pi/V =; qiri/V 1 esu/cm2 ( = 1 G) 

El. Displacement D D = E + 4 r P  1 G  

Magn. induction B 3 N d 1 . 3  I G  

Magn. field H H E B - ~ T M  1 G  

Currcnt density j j = q/(area time) 1 G / s  

Conductivity 0 j=CTE S-1 

Et. suscept. X P = x E  1 

M a p .  Suscept. X M = x B  cm3 
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